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Thesis for Master's Degree 
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Thesis director Dr. R. Barry Westin 
When the Supreme Court ordered integration of public 
schools in 1954 following Brown vs. Board of Education, 
Virginia responded with a policy of "massive resistance." 
Public schools were closed in Prince Edward County between 
1959 and 1964. This thesis examines the school closings 
themselves, but concentrates primarily on the creation, 
implementation, and effect of the Prince Edward County Free 
School Association, a privately funded school system that 
operated during the 1963-1964 school year. Initiated by the 
Kennedy Administration as a one-year, emergency program, the 
Free Schools were designed to reestablish formal education for 
the county's black children. 
This thesis relied primarily upon the uncataloged Free 
School papers, personal interviews and documents from the John 
F. Kennedy Library. It concluded that the Free Schools were 
beneficial to the children in regaining lost educational 
skills, but played an extremely small role in the overall 
school closings issue. 
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INTRODUCTION 
States rights- -racism- -sacred duty- -prejud:lce- -honorable 
fight--all deliberate speed--interposition--separate but 
equal--massive resistance--something has got to be done. All 
of these words and phrases were used by a diverse group of 
people to describe an historic, yet relatively obscure, event 
that took place in the Southside of Virginia over thirty years 
ago. In response to the Brown vs. Board of Education Supreme 
Court decision ordering integrated public schools, a majority 
of white residents of a rural Virginia county chose to close 
their schools rather than desegregate them. Those who closed 
the schools claimed the action was taken to show the federal 
government and the Supreme Court that individual states had 
the right to operate public schools within their own 
boundaries as they chose, without outside interference. 
Opponents of the school closings said it was a clear example 
of racism in its ugliest form. The action taken remains 
controversial today, and in Southside Virginia, its memory is 
strong, though rarely discussed. 
Schools have been closed in many areas of the United 
States for various reasons and varying lengths of time, but 
the record set in Southside Virginia has never been matched. 
Public schools in Prince Edward County, Virginia were closed 
for five years in an attempt to avoid integration. When 
1 
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school doors were chained in 1959, a private foundation 
immediately assumed the education of the county's white 
children. While this replacement school was ill-equipped in 
its early days, the majority of white children in Prince 
Edward County did not miss a scheduled day of school. 
However, Prince Edward County's black children missed four 
years of structured education until the federal government 
became involved in 1963. Kennedy Administration officials 
helped create the Prince Edward County Free School 
Association, a privately funded, integrated, one-year 
emergency program designed to bring education back to the 
black children of the county until public education was 
restored. The Free Schools were funded by foundation grants 
and individual donations from nearly every state in the 
country, and were taught by dedicated teachers who left 
previous commitments on short notice to relocate to rural 
Virginia. While the overall value of the Free School program 
has been debated by educators and analysts, it is clear that 
the effort was unique in the history of American education. 
To have a clear understanding of the Free Schools, it is 
imperative to understand why there was a need for such an 
endeavor. What was it about Prince Edward County that led to 
the radical action of closing the schools, and what kept them 
closed for five long years? When one reflects on the Civil 
Rights Movement of the 1960s it is often the image of snarling 
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dogs and baton-wielding policemen that flashes to mind, not a 
small, quiet, rural southern town. It is the image of fire 
hoses and sit-ins in the Deep South, not uprisings in 
aristocratic, genteel Virginia. What was it that brought the 
struggle to the surface in Prince Edward County? A 
significant factor was the presence of a small corps of men 
with radically differing views on equality and prejudice, and 
the strong, charismatic personalities it took to bring both 
their views and challenge to action before the public. These 
men included Barrye Wall, the cigar-chomping editor and 
publisher of the Farmville Herald whose fiery editorials 
championed the ideals of "massive resistance" to fight 
integration; Reverend L. Francis Griffin, eloquent pastor of 
the First Baptist Church in the county seat of Farmville, and 
unofficial leader of the black community; and Gordon Moss, 
Dean of nearby Longwood College who was ostracized by many in 
the white community for his very public support of integrated 
schools. With the opening of the Free Schools other men 
became prominent in the struggle including Dr. Neil Sullivan, 
Superintendent of the Free Schools, and William vanden Heuvel, 
Justice Department Special Assistant who coordinated the 
development and implementation of the Free Schools. 
While these men were the best known figures in the school 
closing and subsequent Free Schools effort, those most 
affected were the largely anonymous black children. They were 
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the ones whose plight shocked and saddened the country and 
finally drove the federal government to action. During his 
Presidency, John F. Kennedy once stated there were four places 
in the world where free public education was not available--
Cambodia, North Vietnam, North Korea, and Prince Edward 
County, Virginia. 1 Those words stunned the nation, and as the 
years dragged by without public education, more and more 
attention focused on the children of Prince Edward. While 
testing demonstrated the immediate effects of missed schooling 
and helped spur federal action, nothing could predict the 
long-term effects. It is only in recent years the damage has 
become apparent. 
With time has come analysis and the search for lessons of 
the school closings and the Free Schools. While members of 
each side of the issue claim different lessons and results, it 
is clear that the Prince Edward County school closings have 
left a mark on the community and on the Commonwealth of 
Virginia that can never be removed. In this period of 
ongoing racial strife, it is imperative to look to the past to 
avoid making the same mistakes yet again. Prince Edward 
County is an oft-overlooked site of a tremendous civil rights 
struggle, yet it is one that must not be forgotten. 
1Dr. Neil Sullivan, Interview by Mrs. Kay Shannon, 17 
November 1967, transcript, The Civil Rights Documentation 
Project, Howard University, Washington, D.C. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY, 1951-1959: 
IT CAN'T HAPPEN HERE 
Upon the conclusion of World War II, white Americans were 
anxious to resume the lives they led prior to four years of 
fighting. Family and friends were reunited, and the country 
was ready for a time of peace and healing. For black 
Americans, the goals were somewhat different. For the first 
time in their lives, many blacks involved in the war effort 
had travelled beyond their local community and had seen saw a 
world sharply different from their segregated towns. They saw 
the horror of the Holocaust and the sympathy of the world for 
the oppressed in Europe, and many began to voice their anger 
over the persecution and discrimination they faced in their 
own country. Many black citizens felt that it was time for 
them to have an equal role as well as equal access within 
their country, and the modern Civil Rights Movement was born. 
Few white citizens of Prince Edward County, Virginia paid 
any attention to the growing frustration of black citizens. 
Immersed in rebuilding their own lives, they paid little 
attention to mounting dissent within their own community. 
This was not difficult to do in the seemingly idyllic 
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Southside Virginia county. 
Chartered in 1753 and named for King George III's 
grandnephew, Prince Edward, the county covers 357 square miles 
on the south side of the Appomattox River. The rich soil of 
the area drew scores of English farmers who were soon growing 
wheat, corn, and hay in addition to tending peach and apple 
orchards. The largest crop grown in the area was tobacco, the 
profitable yet demanding crop that dominated much of the 
. 
South. 1 Hard labor and countless hours were required to grow 
tobacco, resulting in the use of slaves in antebellum Prince 
Edward County. 2 
White citizens of the region learned early in life to 
revere the role that Prince Edward County and the county seat 
of Farmville played in the Civil War. Confederate General 
Joseph E. Johnston was a Farmville native, and the Army of 
Northern Virginia suffered its final defeat at Saylor's Creek 
in the county. 3 Pursued by federal troops, General Robert E. 
Lee spent one night in a Farmville hotel, followed closely by 
General Ulysses S. Grant in April of 1865. A few days later 
1Richard Kluger, Simple Justice: The History of Brown v. 
Board of Education and Black America's Struggle for Equality 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1976), 452. 
2Haldore Hanson, "No Surrender in Farmville, Virginia," 
New Republic, October 10, 1955, 12. 
3Jon Sensbach, "'Take It Straight' : Mutiny and Reaction 
in Prince Edward County, VA, 1951-1964," (Oral History 
Seminar, University of Virginia, 1985), 24. 
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the two finally met twenty-five miles to the west in 
Appomattox. 4 
Following the war, Prince Edward County remained 
predominantly rural except for Farmville, which became a 
thriving marketplace and tobacco shipping center. Two-thirds 
of the county's land was covered with forest, particularly the 
Virginia pine, which resulted in a prosperous lumber industry. 
Corn, wheat and hay were grown on eighty percent of the 
cleared land, with tobacco grown everywhere in small 
quantities. 5 
Because of the emphasis on agriculture and the large 
number of blacks in the region, Prince Edward County placed 
little emphasis on education. White sons of the gentry were 
educated enough to properly run the plantations, and daughters 
were taught music and art and other skills necessary to be a 
suitable plantation mistress. Even if a local school was 
available, poor whites could not afford the loss of labor to 
send their children to school, and until after the Civil War, 
it was illegal to educate blacks for fear of an uprising. In 
1845 there were no more than 10,000 children attending public 
schools in Virginia; that same year in slightly less populous 
Massachusetts, 158,000 children were attending school. By 
4Kluger, Simple Justice, 453. 
5Ibid. 
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1850 only 12.26 percent of the eligible white population were 
attending school in Virginia, the smallest percentage in the 
country except in the frontier settlements of Florida and 
California. 6 
Following the Civil War, the Reconstruction Act of 1867 
required all states to establish a system of public education 
prior to readmittance to the Union. Following the directive, 
in 1868 Virginia established free public education on a 
segregated basis: the first schools under the new system 
opened in Prince Edward County in 1871. Eleven schools 
operated for each race, and 371 white and 378 black students 
attended. By 1890, 884 white pupils went to 32 public schools 
and 2,217 black students attended 33 schools. 7 Virginians 
were disgusted with this forced system of universal education 
which they viewed as a "carpetbagger invention," and taxes 
necessary to support it were denounced as "socialistic. 118 
As time went by, a chief patron of this continued mindset 
was Democratic Senator Harry Flood Byrd. From the 1920s until 
the middle of the century, the Byrd Machine controlled an 
intricate political network throughout the state. Byrd's 
means of control was a streamlined government bureaucracy and 
6Ibid., 456. 
7sensbach, "Take It Straight," 6. 
8Kluger, Simple Justice, 457. 
9 
a tiny electorate9 achieved through a poll tax and a literacy 
test. While the poll tax was not large, it was often 
collected well in advance of the election and voters had to 
present a receipt before casting their ballot; "a great 
inconvenience for rural people unused to preserving written 
records. 1110 The literacy test usually consisted of writing a 
simple statement not longer than two or three sentences, 11 a 
difficult task for many in rural Virginia. Through these 
voting requirements and a closely controlled state Democratic 
party, Byrd was able to control the Commonwealth for decades. 
However, Byrd always denied the presence of a political 
"machine." He said the party he dominated was simply "a 
voluntary association of like-minded men. 1112 Whatever the 
definition, Byrd and his followers dictated the course of 
Virginia politics well into the 1960s, a course that was to be 
closely intertwined with the growing Civil Rights Movement. 
In Prince Edward County, whites and blacks had always 
maintained a "courteous," if not friendly, relationship. This 
9v.o Key, Jr., Southern Politics in State and Union (New 
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1949), 19-20. 
1
°Kluger, Simple Justice, 457. 
11James M. Weigand, "The Origin of Integration in 
Virginia's Public Schools: A Narrative History from 1951 to 
1959" (MA thesis, University of Richmond, 1991), 19. 
12Louis D. Rubin, Jr., Virginia: A Bicentennial History 
(New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1977), 171-72. 
10 
dated back to the period immediately following the Civil War. 
During a Reconstruction State Assembly session, a black 
representative from Prince Edward was the only person to 
oppose legislation that would bar former Confederate veterans 
from holding state off ice . 13 While this may seem unusual in 
a former slave-holding state, it was not. Each race knew 
their "proper place" in society, and as long as members of 
both races maintained their position, relations between them 
were peaceful. As time passed, white citizens of the county 
remained unaware and uncomprehending of the growing discontent 
among their black neighbors. 
As in other towns across the South, the church in 
Farmville was a powerful force in the community. For blacks, 
it was a place to gather not only to worship, but to discuss 
issues and concerns. Many of the South's most learned black 
men became ministers; partly because of a call to serve God, 
but also because it was one of the few positions of influence 
open to them. The largest black church in Prince Edward 
County was The First Baptist Church, located in the center of 
Farmville at the corner of Main and Fourth Streets. When it 
opened the church housed a white congregation, but when 
federal troops seized the building for use as a hospital 
1311 Prince Edward County: Symbol of Resistance," The 
Washington Post, pamphlet found in the Prince Edward Free 
School Association papers, Virginia State University, 
Petersburg, VA. Hereafter cited as the Free School papers. 
O''C'EPCT -
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during the Civil War, the congregation decided it was no 
longer fit for their use. They moved into a new building, and 
sold the old church to a group of black citizens in 1866 for 
around $1, 000 . 14 
Black pastors were usually the most vocal citizens in the 
black community, and a frequent topic was the relationship 
between the races. In 1927 Charles Griffin became the pastor 
of First Baptist, moving to Farmville from a large church in 
Norfolk, Virginia. While not a radical opponent of racism, 
Griffin was not a submissive man. His son was quoted as 
having described him as being: 
Well aware of all our problems and [he] certainly 
viewed segregation as inconsistent with Christian ethics, 
but he didn't crusade against it. Like many other black 
theologians then, he would couch his message in terms of 
allegory to avoid being labeled a rabble- rouser . 15 
Another pastor who was often invited to speak at First Baptist 
was far more outspoken about his disgust with racism. Vernon 
Johns was an eloquent and challenging orator who forced his 
listening congregations to question their acceptance of 
segregation. Educated at Virginia Union University, Oberlin 
College, and Virginia Theological Seminary, Johns often 
preached about the inherent evil of racism. "'The nastiest 
and deadliest problem in the world today is the insane hatred 
14Kluger, Simple Justice, 461. 
15Ibid. 1 461-62. 
12 
between the races,'" he said. "'When will Christian preachers 
either preach Jesus or save the public from further deception 
by unfrocking themselves of His name?' 1116 While he continued 
to visit First Baptist and other churches in the area, Johns 
soon moved on to a permanent position as the pastor of Dexter 
Avenue Baptist Church in Montgomery, Alabama. He was 
succeeded in that position by a young preacher named Martin 
Luther King, Jr. 17 
The words of Vernon Johns and Charles Griff in affected 
countless people across Southside Virginia, particularly the 
young. Among them was Griffin's son, Francis. The younger 
Griffin attended school in Farmville, but excelled 
academically through his own reading in a wide variety of 
subjects. As a young man he spent several years travelling 
across the country, then served in the Army in Europe during 
World War II. While in Europe he decided he wanted to follow 
his father into the ministry, and upon his return to the 
United States, enrolled in Shaw University in North Carolina. 
He joined the local branch of the NAACP, and made it clear to 
those around him that he felt the ministry should be concerned 
with social action and not just words. In 1949 Charles 
Griff in died, and was succeeded as the pastor of First Baptist 
16Ibid. I 454. 
17Ibid. I 479. 
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by his son. 18 
One of the first areas with which Griff in concerned 
himself was education in Prince Edward County. As pastor of 
First Baptist Church and president of the local branch of the 
NAACP, Griffin spent a great deal of time travelling around 
the county, meeting people and discussing their concerns. One 
of the main complaints of black citizens in the county was the 
poor quality of their schools. In 1939, Moton High School was 
built for black students from funds of the Public Works 
Administration as well as an allocation f ram the Virginia 
State Literacy Fund. From the day it opened the high school 
was outdated. Built to hold 180 students, the first year 167 
enrolled, and the following year 219 students were enrolled. 
The school did not have a gymnasium, locker room, cafeteria, 
auditorium, or infirmary as did its white counterpart, 
Farmville High School . 19 
In 1948, in an attempt to alleviate the overcrowded 
conditions in Moton, County Supervisors allocated $17,000 to 
build three temporary outbuildings. Poorly built of wood and 
covered in tarpaper, the 11 tarpaper shacks 11 leaked and were 
uncomfortable in the cold winter months. 2° Former teacher 
18Ibid., 461-63. 
19Ibid., 459-60. 
20Ibid. 
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Vanessa Venable remembered students searching the woods before 
class for kindling to use in the stoves in the shacks to heat 
the buildings. In an interview with author Jon Sensbach, 
Venable said, "I remember asking the Superintendent for toilet 
tissues for the outdoor john. He looked at me as if I was 
crazy and said, 'Mrs. Venable, they don't know how to use it 
anyway. Get a Sears catalogue. ' 1121 Al though black parents 
protested the poor and unequal conditions, county officials 
indefinitely delayed allocating additional funds to build a 
larger high school for the black students. 22 
In April, 1951, students at Moton High School decided to 
take matters into their own hands. Led by sixteen year old 
junior Barbara Johns, the niece of pastor Vernon Johns, 450 
Moton students went on strike to protest inadequate school 
conditions. Superintendent of Schools T. J. Mcilwaine was 
convinced the students had little to do with planning the 
strike; he was positive they were simply carrying out the idea 
of Griffin, Principal Boyd Jones, and other black leaders. 
Twenty years later he stated in an interview, "'The students 
had little to do with it ... I don't have any question it 
was a put-up job--an undertaking on the part of a very few. 
I don't think the Negroes in the county generally supported 
21Sensbach, "'Take It Straight,'" 9. 
22Kluger, Simple Justice, 460. 
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the move.'" 23 Strike leader Barbara Johns disputes the claim 
that it was a "put-up job," however. "We knew we had to do it 
ourselves," she said, "and that if we had asked for adult help 
before taking the first step, we would have been turned down. 
Boyd Jones knew nothing about the strike before it began." 24 
In a recent interview with documentary film producers 
Laurie and Ken Hoen, Boyd Jones and his wife Inez, who was a 
Moton music teacher at the time of the strike, confirmed 
Barbara Johns' claim. However, Mrs. Jones did reveal for the 
first time that she was the one who gave Barbara Johns the 
idea for the strike. According to Mrs. Jones, Johns was 
discussing the students' frustration with her after class one 
day when Mrs. Jones mentioned a New England teachers' strike 
. 
she had heard about. If they could do it so could the Moton 
kids, Mrs. Jones recalled saying. Johns and Mrs. Jones 
continued to communicate with each other about the planned 
strike through notes left in a music book in order to not 
attract attention in spending so much time together. 
According to Mrs. Jones, her then fiancee, Boyd, knew nothing 
about the planned strike until the students walked out. It 
was not until four days later that Inez told him of her role 
23Interview with T. J. Mcillwaine by Richard Kluger in 
Simple Justice, 469. 
24Ibid. 
16 
in assisting the students.~ 
On the afternoon of the walkout, student strike leaders 
asked Griffin for names of regional NAACP lawyers who might be 
willing to help them. Griffin advised the students to contact 
Oliver Hill and Spottswood Robinson, both of whom were Howard 
Law School graduates and noted lawyers in the fight to end 
segregation. 26 As Oliver Hill recalls the incident, he 
received a telephone call from some Moton students who 
informed him they had gone on strike. Hill inf armed the 
students to send him a letter detailing their complaint, and 
he assured them he would meet with them to discuss the 
situation. 27 A letter signed by Barbara Johns and Moton 
student government president Carrie Stokes went out to Hill 
and Robinson that day. It read: 
Gentlemen: We hate to impose on you as we are doing, but 
under the circumstances that we are facing we have to ask 
for your help. Due to the fact that the facilities and 
building in the name of Robert R. Moton High School are 
inadequate, we understand that your help is available to 
us. This morning, April 23, 1951, the students refused 
to attend classes under the circumstances. You know this 
is a serious matter because we are out of school, there 
are seniors to be graduated and it can't be done by 
~Laurie Hoen, President of Phoenix Productions, Inc., 
interview by author, 13 April 1993, Richmond, VA, notes, 
Phoenix Productions, Inc., Richmond. 
26Interview with Superintendent T. J. Mcillwaine conducted 
by Jon Sensbach, 3 March 1985. Cited in "'Take It Straight,'" 
13. 
27Elliot Cooper, "Judge Robinson Cherishes Old Bank Street 
Photo," Richmond Times-Dispatch, 2 April 1967, l(B). ~ 
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staying at home. Please, we beg you to come down at the 
first of this week. If possible Wednesday April 25 
between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. We will provide a place 
for you to stay. We will go into detail when you 
arrive. 28 
On the third day of the strike, Hill and Robinson met 
with the students in Griffin's church. The lawyers debated 
with the students, testing their resolve and determination to 
press forward with their demands. Hill said later, "'Our 
intention was at the time we'd tell the kids to go back to 
school, but they presented such a good picture, and on top of 
that I was very familiar with the situation in Prince Edward, 
that we didn't have the heart to tell them to go back to 
school.' "29 The lawyers told the students that the only way 
the NAACP would get involved was if the students chose to sue 
for the end of segregation itself, 3° a step for which none of 
the students had prepared themselves. "It never entered my 
mind at the time that this would turn out to be a school 
integration suit. We didn't know of such things. We were 
thinking that the school would be improved, or at best, that 
28
"Desegregation Move Started With Letter," Richmond 
Times-Dispatch, 2 April 1967, 4(B). 
29Cooper, "Judge Robinson Cherishes Old Bank Street 
Photo," 4 (B) . 
3°Bob Smith, They Closed Their Schools: Prince Edward 
County, Virginia, 1951-1964 (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1965), 48. 
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we would get a new school, " said Barbara Johns . 31 The lawyers 
urged the students to think it over and discuss the matter 
with their parents before making any decisions. 32 
The following evening a meeting was held to discuss the 
issue. Over a thousand Prince Edward County blacks crowded 
into Moton High School to hear Griffin's friend and state 
NAACP executive secretary Lester Banks explain the situation 
and weigh their options. The audience listened carefully as 
Banks called for an end to segregation in education, declaring 
that a new building would not mean equality. 33 In the days 
following the meeting, Griffin canvassed the county in a 
borrowed car, urging support for the desegregation suit. 
Quickly realizing there were still some in the county who were 
hesitant to proceed, he sent out a letter announcing another 
county-wide meeting to be held at his church on Thursday, May 
3, 1951. The letter said in part: 
It is necessary that all of us support the efforts being 
made to get our just rights. We shall expect you to be 
present and to bring others with you. Remember. The 
eyes of the world are on us. The intelligent support we 
give our cause will serve as a stimulant for the cause of 
free people everywhere.~ 
31 Interview with Mrs. Barbara Johns Powell by Bob Smith, 
18 August 1959. Cited in They Closed Their Schools, 39. 
32Kluger, Simple Justice, 476. 
33Ibid. 
~Smith, They Closed Their Schools,, 58. 
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Several people spoke at the "jam-packed" meeting at First
Baptist, including lawyers Robinson and Hill as well as
Barbara Johns. Numerous parents and concerned ·citizens
expressed their opinions, and the consensus was to press ahead
with the suit. The meeting concluded with students promising
to return to school on Monday, May 7, and the lawyers 
promising to file suit in federal court unless they got a 
favorable reply by Tuesday, May 8 from the school board to
integrate schools." 
Reaction from the white community during this period
ranged from disbelief to mild concern. Few, if any, realized
the serious intentions of the students and the NAACP. When 
news of the strike first broke, an editorial in the Farmville 
Herald derided it as "student-inspired mass hookie" and blamed 
it on lax discipline in the home, school and church. 36 By May 
6, the student action was getting attention from outside the 
county, as well. Governor John Battle warned that a push for 
integration could injure the public school system, and the 
Richmond Times-Dispatch was covering the situation in articles
and editorials. 37 Tensions increased in the county when a 
seven foot cross was left burning on the grounds of Moton High 
35Ibid. I 58-60. 
36Ibid. I 66 
37Ibid. I 66-67~ 
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School, but most people dismissed the incident as a prank. 
Moton student John Stokes explained, "As far as some of us 
were concerned it aroused anger, but others just joked it off 
as a prank because as far as we knew there were no members of 
any organization--like the Klan--no members of such an 
organization in the county. 1138 
By May 8, the Prince Edward County school board had not 
responded to the NAACP ultimatum as requested. On May 23, 
1951, exactly one month after the strike had started, 
Spottswood Robinson filed suit at the federal courthouse in 
Richmond to end segregated schools in Virginia. The case was 
titled Davis vs. County School Board of Prince Edward County, 
named after fourteen year old freshman Dorothy Davis, whose 
. 
name happened to be first on the list. With that, the legal 
battle had begun. 
In 1952, the lower federal court that heard the Davis 
case upheld the validity of segregation, ruling in favor of 
the school board. Robinson and Hill appealed the case to the 
Supreme Court, where it was combined with similar cases from 
Kansas, Delaware, and South Carolina in a single suit titled 
Brown vs. Board of Education. On May 17, 1954, the Supreme 
Court unanimously ruled that segregated schools were 
unconstitutional, and asked the parties involved to submit 
38Ibid. I 6 7 - 6 8 . 
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briefs and arguments on how to end segregation. 39 
The initial response in Virginia to the Brown decision 
was a call by Governor Thomas Stanley for "cool heads, calm 
study, and sound judgement."40 Five weeks later the Governor 
declared, "I shall use every legal means at my command to 
continue segregated schools in Virginia. 1141 Within a short 
time, "massive resistance" to integration was the official 
response in the Conunonwealth. Led by Senator Harry Byrd and 
inspired by the fiery editorials of Richmond Times-Dispatch 
columnist James Kilpatrick, officials across the state vowed 
to use every legal means possible to stop desegregation of 
schools. Byrd and Kilpatrick were assisted in this effort by 
a 1955 pamphlet written by Chesterfield County attorney 
William w. Old. Entitled "The Segregation Issue as it Appears 
Now," the pamphlet detailed a concept known as interposition, 
an idea originally conceived by Thomas Jefferson and James 
Madison to avoid the Alien and Sedition Acts in 1798. Old 
used their concept to raise the hope that white Virginians 
39Jonathin L. Entin, "The Shifting Color Line in Prince 
Edward County, " paper presented at the Law and Society 
Association annual meeting, Philadelphia, May 28-31, 1992, 6, 
photocopied. 
40James Latimer, "Stanley to Confer on State's Next Step, " 
Richmond Times-Dispatch, 18 May 1954, 1. 
41Benjamin Muse, Virginia's Massive 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1961), 7. 
not cite his source for this quote. 
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could somehow interpose their sovereignty to overrule the 
federal call for desegregation. 42 Byrd, Kilpatrick and others 
irmnediately latched onto the idea and interposition became 
another rallying cry against integration. A few months 
later, the Supreme Court ordered that "all deliberate speed" 
must be used in enforcing the Brown decision, but failed to 
define that phrase. The High Court also left the actual 
implementation of integration to each locality and the federal 
district courts. It was their joint responsibility to proceed 
with integration within a reasonable amount of time. 43 
The day of the "all deliberate speed" ruling by the 
Supreme Court also happened to be the last day for Prince 
Edward's county supervisors to vote on the school budget for 
the 1955-1956 school year. 44 Rather than allocating funds for 
the schools, the supervisors instead voted to assess the 
minimum property tax allowed by law. Any money earned on the 
taxes would be used to maintain school property and to cover 
debt services. 45 The following week, at the supervisors' 
42Weigand, "The Origin of Integration in Virginia's Public 
Schools," 32. 
43Kim Jones, "The Desegregation Battle: Prince Edward 
County, Virginia" (Paper writ ten for Historical Research 
course at Mary Washington College, 1987), 2. Author's copy 
courtesy of Dr. Claudine Ferrell, Mary Washington College. 
44Entin, "The Shifting Color Line," 7. 
45Luther A. Huston, "Segregation Ban Defied in Virginia," 
New York Times, 27 June 1955, 12. 
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initiative, almost 1,500 white county residents jammed into 
the auditorium of Longwood College in Farmville and pledged to 
pay the salaries of the white teachers if public schools were 
closed. In addition, at this meeting an organization was 
created to raise funds to operate a private, segregated 
school. This was the forerunner of the Prince Edward School 
Foundation, and within six weeks it had received pledges of 
$180,000. 46 
The immediate crisis of school closings passed when in 
1957, District Judge Sterling Hutcheson refused to set a 
timetable for desegregation. He stated that Prince Edward 
County needed an unrestricted amount of time to make the 
arrangements for integration. The Fourth Court of Appeals 
disagreed with this ruling and ordered Hutcheson to set a 
desegregation deadline. Hutcheson chose 1965 because he felt 
it was far enough away to allow for integration preparation, 
yet close enough to satisfy the High Court. The Supreme Court 
disagreed, however, and in May of 1959, Hutcheson was ordered 
to insure integration in Prince Edward County when schools 
reopened in September. 47 
In late May, 1959, following the Supreme Court directive, 
Judge Sterling Hutcheson ordered that integration be in place 
46Entin, "The Shifting Color Line," 8. 
~Jones, "The Desegregation Battle," 5. 
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in all public schools in the Commonwealth of Virginia in 
September. Prince Edward County Supervisors immediately 
carried through with their threat and refused to levy taxes 
for either the operation of public schools or for general 
educational purposes during the 1959-60 school year. 48 The 
impossible had actually happened; there would be no public 
schools in Prince Edward County for at least one year. 
48 nprince Edward to Close Public Schools in the Fall," 
Richmond Times-Dispatch, 3 June 1959, 1. 
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CHAPTER II 
"ONLY PRINCE EDWARD REMAINS A BLACK MARK" 
When the Prince Edward County board of supervisors voted 
to close public schools in 1959, few in the county realized 
how damaging the decision would be to the region. People 
expected that the county would receive attention for their 
action, but nobody realized the county would become a 
significant civil rights battleground and a focal point for 
the nation. Most importantly, nobody knew that it would be a 
struggle that would last for fi~e long years. 
According to census figures, Prince Edward County fit the 
description of a typical small, somewhat rural Southern area 
in the late 1950s and early 1960s. The 1960 United States 
Census Report indicated that 46 percent of the white 
population of the county held white-collar occupations, while 
73 percent of the black county residents held blue- collar 
jobs. The majority of black workers held jobs as laborers, 
"operatives," and in private households, while white residents 
mainly worked as farmers or farm managers, "operatives," and 
as non-farm laborers. The median income in the county was 
25 
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$4,070 for white families and $1,848 for black families. 1 It 
was a typical area which chose to make an atypical decision. 
On June 3, 1959, Prince Edward County Board of 
Supervisors Chairman Edward Carter issued the following 
statement on behalf of his fellow supervisors: 
It is with the most profound regret that we have been 
compelled to take this action. We do not act in defiance 
of any law or of any court. Above all, we do not act 
with any hostility toward Negro people of Prince Edward 
County. On the contrary, it is the fervent hope of this 
board that the friendly and peaceful r-elations between 
the white and Negro people of the county will not be 
further impaired and that we may in due time be able to 
resume the operation of public schools in this county 
upon a basis acceptable to all the people of the 
county . . . Our action is in accord with the will of the 
people of the county repeatedly expressed during the past 
five years and is in promotion of the peace and good 
order and the ~eneral welfare of all the people of Prince 
Edward County. 
Reaction to the announcement of school closings was a 
mixture of shock, pride and sadness. Many whites expressed 
feelings of bravado and support for the decision, blaming 
"outside agitators" and the NAACP for the controversy. County 
resident Verdella Hamilton said in a recent interview that she 
supported the decision because in 1959 it was too soon for 
integration, and that while she knew segregation would end 
sometime, "'why bring it on when it would cause so many hard 
1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Unites States Census of 
Population: 1960 (Washington, D.C.), 1961, Chapter C, pp. 
241, 263, 280. 
2Allan Jones, "School, Tuition Funds Are Denied in Prince 
Edward," Richmond Times-Dispatch, 4 June 1959, l(A). :i ,, 
l! 
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feelings at that time?' 113 James Kilpatrick, editor of the 
Richmond News Leader and strong advocate of massive 
resistance, told a graduation audience of the white Farmville 
High School that the county should be proud of its decision: 
The resolute and courageous action of Prince Edward, 
taken quietly and unflinchingly after years of patient 
endurance, and when no other tolerable alternative could 
be discovered, is in the finest tradition of American 
political independence . . . by this action a great part 
of the South has said through Prince Edward, 'Yes, we · 
believe in public schools, but we do not believe in 
public schools at any price.' You have said, as man has 
almost forgotten how to say, that you will provide for 
yourself, as free men, a better and happier life than the 
super-state hungers to thrust upon you from above ... 4 
Support for the school closings flooded in from around 
the Commonwealth. The Richmond Times-Dispatch was a strong 
advocate of the decision and placed the blame for it on the 
federal court system and the NAACP: 
The NAACP and the federal courts should have foreseen 
this outcome from the first. The unanimity of white 
sentiment in Prince Edward in opposition to mixed schools 
was manifest to anybody with the faintest acquaintance 
with the county. There is similar unanimity throughout 
the Virginia 'black belt'. If the courts and the NAACP 
continue with their mullish determination to try and ram 
integration down the throats of the people in those 
counties, the courts and the NAACP will be to blame for 
the consequences. 5 
3verdella Hamilton, interview by Ken Hoen and Laurie 
Hoen, 5 October 1992, transcript, Phoenix Productions, Inc., 
Richmond, Virginia. 
4
"Prince Edward County Holds Two Graduations," Richmond 
Times-Dispatch, 5 June 1959, 4(A). 
5
"The NAACP and the U.S. Courts Force Prince Edward 
Closings," Richmond Times-Dispatch, 4 June 1959, 8(A). 
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The editorial went on to urge the county to stand firm in its 
action: 
Your firm determination not to have mixed schools in your 
county is understood and supported throughout Virginia. 
Do not let yourselves be pushed around. Continue to 
maintain your reputation for good order, good race 
relations, and good citizenship. 6 
Reactions f rem black residents of the county were in 
sharp contrast with the majority of those in the white 
community. In a report for the Virginia Advisory Committee of 
the United States Commission on Civil Rights, 7 206 black 
parents in Prince Edward County were asked for their reactions 
when they learned of the school closings. Ninety-six percent 
of them responded that they felt 11 'shocked' , 'terrible, ' 
'awful, ' or the like. 11 Another 2. 4 percent said they did not 
feel bad initially because they thought schools would be 
reopened quickly, and 1. 5 were not sure how they felt. 8 
Typical comments from those who were upset about the closings 
included, 11 'I felt awful, and I felt that they closed them 
7This report was written in 1964 by J. Kenneth Moreland, 
a former professor at Randolph Macon Women's College in 
Lynchburg, VA, and Edward Peeples, a professor at the Medical 
College of Virginia. According to Dr. Moreland, the report 
was never published as a result of political pressure on the 
Kennedy Administration from Senator Harry Byrd of Virginia. 
8J. Kenneth Moreland to Laurie Hoen, President of Phoenix 
Productions, Inc., 22 March 1993, excerpt from an unpublished 
report for the Virginia Advisory Committee of the United 
States Commission on Civil Rights. 
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because they did not want our children to school with theirs, 
since they thought theirs were better'"; "'I cried all 
night,"; "'I felt it was like going back to slavery'"; "'I 
felt awful, because it destroyed my hopes for my children to 
finish high school and go to college'". 9 
Initially, the black children of Prince Edward County had 
a different reaction to the closings than their parents did. 
As any child would be, they were overjoyed at the thought of 
schools being closed. As Skip Griffin, eldest son of Reverend 
Francis Griffin, (11 years old at the time) described it, his 
initial reaction was that "it sounded good ... Because of my 
family situation I knew ... that it was tied to Civil Rights, 
but my first reaction was oh boy, we can go fishing and play 
ball, but I also knew.it was probably a serious step. I don't 
think anybody thought they would really do that. 1110 
Disbelief was a common reaction to the news among both 
whites and blacks, but once the initial reaction passed, 
attention focused on the practical question of what to do 
next. For the white community, the first step was to insure 
uninterrupted education for their children. 
Since the Brown decision in 1954, white county residents 
1°Leslie F. "Skip" Griff in, Jr. , interview by author, 4 
February 1993, Boston, tape recording, The Boston Globe 
building, Boston, Massachusetts. 
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had been raising money for the Prince Edward School Foundation 
in the event of the closure of public schools. When schools 
did close in 1959, this private education fund had 
approximately $11,000 in cash and $200,000 in pledges. 
Farmville resident Roy Pearson, an executive with Standard Oil 
Company, was enlisted to serve as fundraising director for the 
foundation, and he worked tirelessly collecting old pledges 
and soliciting new ones. 11 Parents and local leaders worked 
feverishly all sununer to construct a school system that would 
be ready by the time students returned to class in September. 
Nearly all of the white teachers in the county were hired to 
teach for the Foundation, and over 1,400 white students were 
enrolled. On September 10, 1959, the Foundation officially 
. 
opened the school in the Farmville movie theater. Classes 
would be held at sixteen different locations throughout the 
county, mainly in churches, but also in homes, stores, and 
even a blacksmith shop . 12 
During its first year of operation, tuition for the 
Foundation was paid through donations and state tuition 
grants. However, after the initial grants were awarded, a 
federal judge ruled in Allen vs. County School Board that 
tuition grants were unconstitutional so long as public schools 
11Smith,.They Closed Their Schools, 163-164. 
12Muse, Virginia's Massive Resistance, 151. 
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remained closed. 13 Beginning in 1960, the Foundation, which 
had officially named its school Prince Edward Academy, charged 
tuition--$240 for the lower school and $265 for high school 
students . 14 Funds continued to come in, and in 1961, a new 
building was constructed at a cost of $258,000 to house Prince 
Edward Academy. 15 
While white residents were busy developing Prince Edward 
Academy, black residents were struggling to formulate a plan 
of action. Solidly behind the leadership of Francis Griffin, 
the black community was determined to hold out for integrated 
schools. 
One of Griffin's main concerns in the summer of 1959 was 
what would happen to the high school seniors. At this point, 
nobody in the black community thought schools would be closed 
for longer than a year, so it was going to be the seniors who 
would suffer the most. After contacting several other 
pastors, Griffin learned of a high school program that was run 
by Kittrell Junior College, an African Methodist Episcopal 
Church sponsored school located near Henderson, North 
Carolina. Kittrell offered to take the students for half the 
13Entin, "The Shifting Color Line in Prince Edward 
County," 11. 
Mnvirginia Schools Closed to 3,200 Students," The New 
York Times, 18 September 1960, 73. 
15Sensbach, "'Take It Straight,'" 58. 
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normal tuition cost, and advised Griffin to send even those 
who could not afford to pay. In September, a caravan of 
twenty cars left Prince Edward for Kittrell, and by the end of 
the year, fifty students from the county were enrolled in the 
Kittrell program. 16 
In late Fall, 1959, white leaders in Prince Edward County 
proposed a private school for black children. Southside 
Schools, Inc. was planned and organized solely by the white 
community leaders, without input or consent from the black 
community. Well-known segregationist Dr. Roy B. Hargrave, Jr. 
of Farmville was to serve as president of Southside Schools, 
and he admitted in an interview that Francis Griffin was.not 
consulted on the project because white leaders knew Griffin 
would reject it. 17 As Griffin explained it, 
We did not want private schools. We feared that would 
jeopardize our position in suing in court for the 
reopening of public schools. And the NAACP did not want 
to be forced into the role of operating private 
schools . 18 
Southside Schools, Inc. was .officially offered to the black 
community in the winter of 1959; one application for 
16Interview with Francis Griffin by Bob Smith, They Closed 
Their Schools, 170-171. 
17Interview with Dr. Roy B. Hargrove, Jr. by Bob Smith, 
They Closed Their Schools, 171. 
1811When School Bells Ring After 4 Years, " US News and 
World Report, 30 September 1963, 41. 
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enrollment was received. 19 
While the offer of a private segregated school was not 
accepted by the black community, Griffin and others were 
looking for ways to have some form of education for the 
children. Some students were able to attend schools outside 
the county by moving in with friends or relatives. 
Approximately fifty older students were placed in Northern or 
Midwestern schools by the American Friends Society, a Quaker 
organization that took a strong interest in Prince Edward 
County. For the children who remained in the county, 
makeshift schools were set up in church basements, fraternal 
lodges and private homes. 20 
As national attention began to focus on the community, 
white leaders continued to maintain that the problems could 
have been avoided if outsiders had not become involved in the 
county. Farmville Herald editor Barrye Wall explained the 
position in an interview for the New Republic several years 
before the schools were actually closed: 
White and Negro leaders here could work this out if 
outsiders would leave us alone. Our two races lived 
peaceably for 200 years. White people here all have 
colored friends. By and large our colored people are 
happy . . . [The NAACP] raised money up North for the 
lawsuit. They hired the Negro law firm in Richmond. 
1911 Negroes Offered Schools, " The New York Times, 5 June 
1960, 56. 
Wnvirginia Schools Close to 3,200," New York Times, 18 
September 1960. 
t&&ti21&&t!££ZLl&£Mi&MiiA&WMJIMBhiiiiM&fi&ltl-
They . . . sent those Richmond lawyers to hold a mass 
meeting in our colored community. After two hours of 
brain washing, they announced everyone favored 
desegregation. But they would not open the doors of 
the meeting for a white reporter. 21 
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Many white leaders maintained that integrated schools 
would be detrimental to children of both races. School 
Superintendent T.J. Mcillwaine maintained that there was a 
consistent learning gap of 2.5 years between black children 
and white children above the fourth grade. "'If we are 
ordered to carry out horizontal integration ... it means far 
less attention for both the retarded child and the gifted 
child. Both races will suffer.' 1122 
In 1960, a serious split developed among the white 
leadership in the county. In an attempt to find a permanent 
home for Prince Edward Academy (prior to the construction of 
their own building), Foundation members pressured the county 
school board to sell them public school buildings. School 
Board Chairman Lester Andrews was adamantly opposed to such a 
move, as were the other school board members. Neither of the 
two groups was in favor of integration, but the school board 
felt it was imperative to reopen schools as soon as possible. 
"'If a community leaves uneducated any large portion of its 
citizens, because they cannot afford the cost, or for any 
21Haldore Hanson, "No Surrender in Farmville, Virginia," 
New Republic, 10 October 1955, 12. 
22Ibid. I 14 
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other reason, it inevitably creates for itself enormous 
problems in welfare, delinquency, crime, and unemployment,'" 
they wrote. "'Unless some new system of education for all can 
take over the whole job of the public schools and have its 
cost guaranteed in a reasonable manner, we fear the economic 
consequences to the county.' 1123 The split between the two 
groups grew deeper, until in April, 1960, school board 
chairman Andrews and four others on the six-man board resigned 
rather than sell Farmville High School to the Foundation.~ 
During this time, Andrews, other school board members, 
and local businessmen held a series of private meetings to 
. 
discuss means of reopening schools. None of these men were 
integrationists, but they were pragmatists. They were keenly 
aware of the potential economic and social damage the school 
closings could do to Prince Edward, and they were anxious to 
develop a compromise. Blacks were in attendance for some of 
these meetings, and when word of this presumed treason from 
Andrews and the others leaked to the white community, heavy 
pressure was applied to these men to stop the nonsense. The 
"Bush League," as it was derisively called, quietly disbanded, 
23Prince Edward County School Board document in possession 
of Bob Smith, They Closed Their Schools, 176. 
24John Egerton, "A Gentlemen's Fight," American Heritage, 
August/September 1979, 61. 
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and the compromise notion was disregarded.~ 
Another attempt to settle the issue was stopped in the 
Virginia Supreme Court in the spring of 1962. Blacks were 
hopeful that schools would be reopened in the near future 
after the Virginia Supreme Court ruled in November of 1961 
that it was the duty of the state to provide free public 
schools for all children. This decision was based on a 
section of the Virginia Constitution which required the state 
to maintain public schools. 26 However, the Virginia Supreme 
Court amended their decision in March 1962 when they ruled 
that Prince Edward County was under no obligation to reopen 
its public schools. They again justified their decision by 
ref erring to the Virginia Constitution which gave the 
legislature, not local areas, the responsibility to operate 
and maintain public schools. The Court believed it had no 
jurisdiction to interfere with a local decision; therefore, it 
was the responsibility of the General Assembly to reopen 
public schools. 27 
As the legal battle dragged on in Virginia, other Civil 
Rights struggles raged across the South. The early 1960s was 
~Ibid. 
26
"Virginia Court Says State Must Run Public Schools, 11 New 
York Times, 28 November 1961, 1. 
2711virginia Court Refuses to Order Schools to Open, " New 
York Times, 6 March 1962, 20. 
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a time of intense passion and action on both sides of the 
Civil Rights issue. Sit-ins were common across the Deep 
South; the Freedom Rides trekked across Alabama and left the 
nation horrified with the resulting violence; universities 
were integrated in Mississippi and Alabama; dogs were 
unleashed and fire hoses were sprayed on peaceful 
demonstrators. Through it all, the Justice Department of the 
Kennedy Administration strove to keep order and avoid violence 
across the explosive South. A private citizen who tried to 
aid them in their effort was historian and author Benjamin 
Muse. 
Throughout the early 1960s, Muse travelled through the 
South, talking with both whites and blacks about their 
attitudes and desires concerning Civil Rights. As a 
Virginian, Muse took special interest in Prince Edward County 
and massive resistance. In 1961, Muse wrote Virginia's 
Massive Resistance, a concise analysis of the bitter 
desegregation fight. After the publication of his book, Muse 
began sending detailed confidential memoranda to Assistant 
Attorney General Burke Marshall, head of the federal Civil 
Rights Di vision. The memos were usually several pages in 
length and detailed Muse's meetings with town officials across 
the South, as well as his personal feelings and observations. 
He was not reporting to Marshall as a spy, but as a private 
citizen, as he was someone who could often get a better "feel" 
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for a situation than federal officials. In various memos 
detailing Prince Edward County, Muse wrote to Marshall about 
many of the community leaders. Of Dr. Gordon Moss, dean of 
Longwood College and strong proponent of integrated education, 
Muse wrote, "He is irrepressible but completely pessimistic, 
[and] sees no ray of hope but keeps fearlessly plugging. 1128 
Of Farmville Herald editor Barrye Wall Muse wrote: 
Although he doesn't admit it, I feel that some of my talk 
sinks in, and especially when I point to the general 
condemnation of Prince Edward now in most of the nation 
and even in Virginia . . . I ask if he does not feel 
lonely now, and if it ever occurs to him that he might be 
wrong. Wall replies: 'We are holding our finger in the 
hole in the dike. ' 29 
Muse repeatedly stated that the general feeling in the county 
in 1962 among members of both races was that only the courts 
would be able to settle the issue. He felt that the majority 
of whites wanted schools reopened, but that implementation 
would take a court order. He summarized: 
The situation in Prince Edward County is dominated now 
above all by a feeling of uncertainty--which all elements 
share. Wall says over and over again: 'If we knew what 
the law is--', 'If the courts would just tell us--', 'If 
they would give us some ground rules--'. The NAACP 
leader, and many in between, say substantially the same 
thing. No doubt uncertainty preys upon Governor Harrison 
28Memo dated 22 June 1962 found in the Benjamin Muse file, 
Box 8, Burke Marshall Papers, John F. Kennedy Library, Boston, 
Massachusetts. Site hereafter cited as the John F. Kennedy 
Library. 
29Ibid. 
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and the federal judiciary. 30 
Governor Albertis Harrison told Muse that he felt Virginia as 
a whole was doing a good job in both race relations and 
education; "'Only Prince Edward, ' he said, 'remains a black 
mark., 1131 
The Muse reports helped Burke Marshall and the Kennedy 
Administration gain a greater understanding of the situation 
in Prince Edward County. This would become imperative as the 
Administration was forced to play a greater role in the 
county. 
30Ibid. 
31July 2 I 1962 I ibid. 
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CHAPTER III 
"SOMETHING HAS GOT TO BE DONE ABOUT 
PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY" 
As the seemingly endless legal battle over the school 
closings inched through the court system, the black citizens 
of Prince Edward County grew increasingly frustrated with 
their plight. As time passed, the situation in Prince Edward 
County drew greater national attention from newspapers such as 
The New York Times and the Washington Post. This coverage 
increased concern for the black children of Prince Edward, and 
helped bring several groups to the county to lead summer 
education programs. The media attention and the confidential 
Muse reports also contributed to the Kennedy Administration's 
conclusion that federal action was necessary to provide some 
type of structured education in the county until the Supreme 
Court handed down their decision. Administration officials 
were aware that whatever action they took would need to be 
carefully planned and implemented in order to avoid off ending 
white residents of the county as well as political leaders in 
the Commonwealth. The Administration wanted to act, but they 
moved with caution, hoping to avoid the appearance of heavy-
handed federal action which would only add fuel to the 
40 
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Commonwealth's cry for states' rights. 
On February 28, 1963, President John F. Kennedy delivered
a written message to Congress on Civil Rights. He mentioned
the legal battle to desegregate the schools, and the fact that 
black children in the county had been closed out of school for 
more than three years. The President wrote: 
The Executive Branch will continue its efforts to fulfill 
the Constitutional objective of an equal, non-
segregated, educational opportunity for all 
children . . . Progress toward primary and secondary 
school desegregation has still been too slow, often 
painfully so. Those children who are being denied their
constitutional rights are suffering a loss which can 
never be regained, and which will leave scars which can 
never be fully healed. 1 
During the entire Civil Rights struggle, the President 
and Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy maintained a strong
interest and concern for the black children in Prince Edward
County. In 1961 President Kennedy authorized the Justice 
Department to petition the federal district court under Judge 
Oren Lewis to allow the federal government entrance to the 
case as a co-plaintiff. While the attempt was encouraging to
blacks, Judge Lewis denied the motion, stating that government 
involvement would delay the progress of the case and prejudice
1John F. Kennedy's Special Message to the Congress on
Civil Rights, 28 February 1963, copy in the John F. Kennedy
Library, Author copy courtesy of Phoenix Productions, Inc., 
Richmond, VA. ' 1 ,, 
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the court. 2 Even without direct legal involvement, the
Kennedy Administration kept a close watch on the county. 
Countless letters poured into the White House from around the
country, urging the President to intervene in the situation.
Olivia Miller, a high school student from Petersburg, 
Virginia, wrote the President to express her concern in 1962.
Her letter said in part: 
The people is always talking about the Education you need
to apply for the jobs that they have nowadays. If we 
need our education that bad, why not open up the schools. 
As I can see it, we children that is coming up in this 
world today really do need our Education badly. So why 
not open up the schools. 3 
In late February, 1963 the President held a meeting with
his top advisors to discuss his upcoming civil rights address. 
The situation in Prince Edward County was discussed at the
meeting, and according to an official memorandum of the
meeting dated March 8, the President directed Assistant
Attorney General Burke Marshall to prepare a report
recommending ways the federal government could act in the
county. The memo stated that" "'the President said he did not
want anything negative in the report, only positive statements
as to what can be done--so long as it is remotely possible or
211 U. S. Move Blocked in Integration Case," New York Times, 
15 June 1961, 1. 
30livia Miller to President John F. Kennedy, 22 August
1962, copy at the John F. Kennedy Library, Author's copy
courtesy of Phoenix Productions, Inc., Richmond, VA. 
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In the spring of 1963, the Justice Department began 
investigating various programs to reinstate some form of 
education in Prince Edward County. In early March, Assistant 
Attorney General Burke Marshall asked James Quigley, Assistant 
Secretary of the Health, Education and Welfare Department to 
conduct a program feasibility analysis of potential programs 
for the county. Quigley studied the situation and proposed 
five ideas to Marshall. The first was a survey of the county 
to determine six factors: age distribution and educational 
level of the black children, schoolroom facilities, 
transportation needs, teaching materials available, 
availability of qualified staff, and number of children who 
would attend a federally sponsored education program. Quigley 
proposed that Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore conduct 
the study at an estimated cost of $10,000. 5 
Quigley's second proposal was to solicit a demonstration 
proposal using educational media such as radio, television or 
motion pictures from a non-prof it organization such as the 
American Institute for Research or Pennsylvania State 
4Ben A. Franklin, "Kennedys Spur New School Plan for 
Virginia Negroes as First One Fails," New York Times, 21 July 
1963 I 42 • 
5James M. Quigley, Assistant Secretary, to Burke 
Marshall, Assistant Attorney General, 18 March 1963. Original 
at the John F. Kennedy Library, Author's copy courtesy of 
Phoenix Productions, Inc., Richmond, VA, pp. 1,3. ~ 
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University. The estimated cost for this proposal was 
$385,000. Cooperative research with an institution such as 
Virginia State College on the feasibility of general and 
vocational courses for older children was Quigley' s third 
suggestion. This program could be funded by the Manpower 
Development and Training Act and would be directed toward 
approximately two hundred sixteen to twenty-one year old 
students. Estimated cost for this program was $250, 000. Home 
correspondence courses in both academic and vocational 
subjects was Quigley's fourth idea. This program would be 
aimed at secondary students, and the estimated $60,000 cost 
could be covered by foundation grants. Finally, Quigley 
suggested that the National Institute of Mental Health could 
join with the Institute of Educational Research, Inc. to 
establish a four month demonstration remedial reading clinic. 
Such a program was already developed and could be conducted at 
a cost of $50,000. 
Other general suggestions Quigley made included soliciting 
donations of textbooks and other teaching material from 
publishers; a national program to grant leaves of absence to 
master teachers to teach in Prince Edward County during the 
1963-64 school year; use of returning Peace Corps volunteers 
or graduate students as teachers in the county; and 
n 
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encouraging more students to attend out-of-county schools. 6 
In concluding his memo, Quigley stressed that the most 
important step in the early stages of planning was the general 
survey he suggested as his first idea, after which a definite 
course of action could be decided upon. He stated that two 
factors would be essential for any program to succeed: the 
use of existing school facilities, and the use of vehicles to 
transport the children to school. The latter factor was 
especially important because school attendance would be 
voluntary. Quigley concluded, 
Needless to say, a program such as has been outlined will 
require the active support pf the Administration to 
succeed. But you may be assured that we in the 
Department are keenly interested in doing what we can to 
remedy this deplorable situation. 7 
Shortly after the Quigley report was written, a meeting 
was held by the Research Commit tee of the Department of 
Heal th, Education and Welfare on Prince Edward County. One of 
the ideas discussed was a study of the black children of the 
county to see how they had been affected by the school 
closings. Professor David Crathwald of Michigan State 
University was present at that meeting, and after his return 
to East Lansing, he discussed the idea with Dr. Wilbur 
Brookover, then Director of Research at the College of 
6Ibid. , 3 - 5 . 
7Ibid., 5 . 
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Education at Michigan State. Crathwald and Brookover decided 
to apply for the research grant to conduct the study, 
believing that it would be impossible for a Southern 
university to conduct the research as they did not have black 
professors on staff to conduct field research. On the other 
hand, Michigan State had just hired recent doctoral graduate 
Robert Green, a black educational psychologist. Green 
immediately flew to Farmville to assess the situation, 
. 
stopping in Washington to express Michigan State's interest in 
conducting the study before returning to East Lansing to write 
the proposal with Brookover. 8 In March, Michigan State 
University was awarded a grant of $75, 372 by the federal 
Office of Education. Research was to start in late April, 
1963 with two objectives: 
1. To assess the effects of an extended period of non-
schooling on children's school achievement and aptitude 
test scores and their attitudes toward education. 
2. To identify the effects on community structure of 
living in a district having no public schools. 9 
The research was to be carried out in two phases. The first 
phase was to gather demographic data such as age and 
8Dr. Wilbur Brookover, Professor Emeritus of Michigan 
State University; interview by author, 19 March 1992, 
Richmond, telephone interview from Phoenix Productions, Inc., 
Richmond, VA. 
9Francis Keppel, United States Commissioner of Education, 
to Burke Marshall, Assistant Attorney General, 4 June 1963. 
Original in the Virginia: Prince Edward County 1963-January, 
1964 file, Box 21, Burke Marshall papers, John F. Kennedy 
Library. j 
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educational level on approximately 1, 300 black children in the 
county. In phase two educational and sociological data would 
be gathered on a random sample of students and their families. 
School records from Prince Edward and surrounding counties 
would be used as the control data to determine differences in 
educational levels due to the school closings, and interviews 
would be conducted to determine any social changes. The stu,dy 
was to be completed by June of 1964 . 10 
As soon as the grant was awarded, Dr. Green moved to 
Farmville with his wife and children to begin the research. 11 
Arthur Dudley, Green's brother-in-law and a welfare worker in 
Detroit, also joined the research team and moved to Farmville. 
According to Dudley, there were six or seven psychologists 
involved in the study, as well as a "busload" of students from 
North Carolina State University who went door-to-door 
gathering information. The majority of these researchers were 
black, although some white students were involved. 12 While in 
the county, the researchers. stayed with black families and 
paid them for room and board. Dudley said they were an 
economic boost to the black community, and were treated "very 
10Ibid. 
11Dr. Wibur Brookover, interview with author, 19 March, 
1992. 
12Arthur Dudley, interview by author, 1 March 1993, 
telephone interview with subject who was in his home in East 
Lansing, Michigan. 
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well" by them. The white community largely ignored the 
Michigan State team. "There was no animosity," Dudley said, 
and the white residents were "nice enough--you stayed in your 
place and they stayed in theirs. 1113 
As the research was conducted, the focus of the two 
stages was altered somewhat. Phase one was enlarged to 
include not only demographic data, but also educational and 
sociological data in order to select samples for phase two. 
The second stage would test the cognitive ability of the 
children involved and effects the long-term school closings 
had on the families and community in general . 14 
Phase One of the Michigan State research was completed in 
June, 1963, and the results were startling. Researchers found 
. 
teenagers unable to tell time, children who had forgotten how 
to read, and six-year olds confused by the simplest of verbal 
instructions. Statistically, the team found that out of a 
black school-aged population of 1,756, five hundred seventy-
five children attended school at some point, but only 35 of 
them on a full-time basis. Two hundred sixty-eight students 
left home during the school closings, and of these, 214 
attended school at some point, but only 20 of them were in
school for the entire period. Of the 1,148 who remained in
13Ibid. 
14John Steck, "Knowledge Level of Youths Being Sought in
Study," Farmville Herald, 19 July 1963, 1. 
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the county, only 361 were able to attend school outside of the 
county. Fifteen of those were in school for the full period. 
Some of the most shocking findings were the IQ scores of the 
children. Of a group of 1, 000 children tested, the average IQ 
for children who had some education during the school closings 
was 85.9, but the average IQ for children who had no education 
during the period was 69.4, or "borderline defective." At 
all age levels, the scores of children who had some form of 
. 
education were higher than those children who never attended 
school during the period. Children with at least some 
education expressed higher career and educational aspirations 
than children who never attended school, indicating that 
"'formal schooling plays a crucial role in orienting children 
toward higher educational and occupational goals. ' "15 
While the researchers initially responded with 
astonishment to the low IQ scores, closer inspection revealed 
that unanticipated test-taking difficulties and a cultural 
bias on the test adversely affected the Prince Edward 
children. When the children were told to "turn the page" or 
"circle the object" as part of the test directions, many did 
not understand what they should do. The rural backgrounds of 
many of the children hurt them in taking the test. One of the 
15"Educational Famine, " Michigan Education Journal, 1 
December 1964, 11-13. Summary of the 290 page report 
submitted by Michigan State University to the United States 
Off ice of Education. 
so 
questions showed a picture of a hatchet and a toothbrush, and 
the child was asked to circle the one he used when he got up 
in the morning. Because many of the children chopped wood 
when they woke up, they circled the hatchet and got the answer 
wrong . 16 
In May, 1963, NAACP Executive Secretary Roy Wilkins sent 
a petition to President Kennedy signed by 695 black adults 
from Prince Edward County. The petition requested the 
"assistance of the Federal Government in solving, so far as is 
possible, some of the problems created by this by this gross 
denial of human rights by local governmental action. 1117 The 
black community had officially asked the President to help; 
now it was his responsibility to act. 
While the Michigan State evaluations were underway, plans 
were made to develop the remedial reading program in Prince 
Edward County that James Quigley had suggested in his report 
for Burke Marshall. On June 3, the Institute of Educational 
Research of Washington, a private research organization, 
announced that it had received a $2 million federal grant to 
develop reading skills in the county. Dr. Myron Woolman, 
16Dr. Neil v. Sullivan, Bound for Freedom: An Educator's 
Adventures in Prince Edward County, Virginia (Boston: Little, 
Brown and Company, 1965), 106, 108. 
17Roy Wilkins, NAACP Executive Secretary, to President 
John F. Kennedy, 15 May 1963, copy at the John F. Kennedy 
Library, Author's copy courtesy of Phoenix Productions, Inc., 
Richmond, VA. 
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director of the Institute, was to lead the five year study18 
using his 11 'progressive choice reading method. ' 11 Woolman was 
a well-known psychologist who had successfully taught severely 
retarded children to read under another grant from the 
National Institute of Mental Health, a United States Public 
Heal th Service agency. At the urging of Quigley, Dr. Woolman 
was told to be prepared to begin his work in the county on 
August 1. However, when the grant was publicly announced, 
reaction of several Southern Congressional members was sharply 
critical. Several key legislators on the Senate 
appropriations subcommittee that handled funding for the 
National Institutes of Health hinted they would vote against 
funding in the future if the program was implemented. After 
what one Administration figure termed 11 'a pretty sad fiasco,' 11 
grant funding to the Woolman project was withdrawn in late 
June. 19 
On June 11, 1963, President Kennedy gave a forceful radio 
and television address to the American public on the issue of 
Civil Rights. It was his strongest message to date on the 
subject, and it came on the day that two black students were 
1Bnu. s. Tax Funds to Aid Prince Edward Negroes, 11 The 
Washington Star, 3 June 1963, 6. Article attached to a memo 
from Francis Keppel to Burke Marshall, 4 June 1963, found in 
the Virginia: Prince Edward County 1963-January 1964 file, 
Box 21, Burke Marshall papers, John F. Kennedy Library. 
19Franklin, 11 Kennedys Spur New School Plan, 11 42. 
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finally admitted peacefully to the University of Alabama. In 
his message, the President gave an impassioned appeal for 
equal rights for all citizens of the United States.· He said 
in part: 
The Negro baby born in America today, regardless of the 
section of the Nation in which he is born, has about one-
half as much chance of completing a high school as a 
white baby born in the same place on the same day, one-
third as much chance of completing college, one-third as 
much of becoming a professional man, twice as much chance 
of becoming unemployed, about one-seventh as much chance 
of earning $10,000 a year, a life expectancy which is 7 
years shorter, and the prospects of earning only half as 
much. This is not a sectional issue . . . Nor is this a 
partisan issue . . . This is not even a legal or 
legislative issue alone . . . We are confronted primarily 
with a moral issue. It is as old as the scriptures and is 
as clear as the American Constitution. 20 
It was a powerful message that demonstrated the frustration 
and concern of the President over the slow progress of Civil 
Rights, and gave notice to the nation that Civil Rights 
legislation was of vital concern to the Kennedy 
Administration. 
Following the rejection of the remedial reading plan for 
Prince Edward County, federal officials worked to develop 
another viable program. Some of the ideas that various 
agencies proposed were immediately dismissed as ridiculous. 
These included the idea to take over a large section of Prince 
2°Kennedy, John F., Radio and Television Report to the 
American People on Civil Rights, 11 June, 1963. Copy in the 
John F. Kennedy Library, Author's copy courtesy of Phoenix 
Productions, Inc.; Richmond, VA. 
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Edward County and turn it into a federal military base, then 
establish a school for black children on the base. Another 
idea involved building a transmission tower on a mountain top 
in North Carolina and beaming in educational programs to the 
county. 21 Although these ideas were immediately dismissed, 
officials continued to search for program ideas to implement 
some form of structured education in the county as soon as 
possible. 
In late June, 1963, Attorney General Robert Kennedy 
appointed William vanden Heuvel as Special Assistant to the 
Justice Department. Vanden Heuvel's principal duty was to 
help develop and implement an.education program for Prince 
Edward County. Although only 33 years old when appointed to 
the Justice Department, vanden Heuvel was experienced in 
dealing with sensitive political issues. He came to the 
Justice Department with a leave of absence from his duties as 
president of the International Rescue Committee (IRC), a 
refugee assistance agency. While President of the IRC, vanden 
Heuvel was closely involved in negotiations concerning 
refugees of the Hungarian revolution, Angolan refugees from 
the Congo, Chinese refugees in Hong Kong, and prisoners from 
the Cuban Bay of Pigs disaster. 22 Prior to his duties at the 
21Franklin, 11 Kennedys Spur New Plan, 11 42. 
22Charles McDowell, Jr., "But Hardly From Nowhere, 11 
Richmond-Times Dispatch, 18 August 1963, 17. 
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IRC, vanden Heuvel was involved in several political roles. 
After graduation from Cornell Law School in 1952, he was 
appointed assistant to William J. Donovan, and went to 
Thailand with Donovan when he served as ambassador in 1953-54. 
Upon his return to the United States, vanden Heuvel worked as 
a campaign aide to Democrat Arthur Levitt in his successful 
bid for re-election as State Controller in New York in 1958, 
and was the 1960 Democratic nominee for the House of 
. 
Representatives from Manhattan's 17th District. Although he 
lost the election to Republican incumbent John Lindsay, the 
loss was not unexpected and vanden Heuvel impressed several 
members of the future Kennedy Administration with his bid.~ 
In appointing vanden Heuvel Special Assistant, the 
Justice Department and the Kennedy Administration were taking 
a significant step to resolve the situation in Prince Edward 
County. It was up to the courts to make the legal decision, 
but until that was done, vanden Heuvel was charged with 
formulating a plan to get the school doors open. He 
immediately traveled to Prince Edward County and spent "hours 
and hours" talking with the people involved: Francis Griffin, 
Barrye Wall, Gordon Moss, the lawyers for both sides of the 
issue, and countless others. In a recent interview, vanden 
Heuvel described the atmosphere in the county when he arrived 
~"Foe of Closed Schools: William Jacobus vanden Heuvel," 
New York Times, 15 August 1963, 18. 
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in the early summer of 1963: 
What was clear to me was that you had a situation that 
could not be resolved until the Supreme Court made it's 
decision. What you could do is seek a quasi-public 
solution to it in the interim. The people in Prince 
Edward County were beginning to feel, I think, a lot of 
pressure. The governor of Virginia and others felt an 
embarrassment for the state as the media began focusing 
on Prince Edward County . . . There is a lot of spotlight 
on Prince Edward County and what could be done about it.~ 
After countless hours of discussion with county 
residents, it became clear to vanden Heuvel that the school 
buildings could be made available for an education program for 
the black children. That was extremely important, vanden 
Heuvel said, because if they had the buildings, "we could put 
a school system together." Vanden Heuvel returned to 
Washington with the news and met with Robert Kennedy to 
discuss the possibility of a school system. The Attorney 
General "was greatly taken with the idea. He said 'Let's go 
ahead and see if we can do it. Step-by-step build it up.'" 25 
As vanden Heuvel continued to hold discussions and the 
Justice Department worked to create a school system, other 
concerned groups were moving into Prince Edward County to lead 
a summer education program. One of the main groups that went 
to the county in the summer of 1963 was a group of sixteen 
~Ambassador William vanden Heuvel, interview by author, 
22 February 1993, Washington, D.C., tape recording, Hay Adams 
Hotel, Washington. 
25Ibid. 
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students from Queens College in New York. All of the students 
but one were white, and the professor accompanying the 
students was black. Another group that went to the county at 
about the same time was an integrated group of New York City 
teachers who went to the county under the auspices of the 
United Federation of Teachers. The two New York groups were 
not affiliated in any way, but they did communicate and plan 
together while in Prince Edward. 26 
According to Michael Winger, one of the student leaders 
who coordinated the Queens College effort, almost all of the 
students who travelled to Prince Edward County were involved 
or had friends involved with the Queens campus chapter of the 
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE). Through media reports 
they became familiar with the situation in Virginia, and 
decided they wanted to do something to help. They developed 
a plan to go to the county and teach basic mathematics and 
English skills that summer, and throughout the spring of 1963, 
they worked to raise money and recruit students to travel to 
the county. "We didn't have any trouble recruiting students, " 
said Winger. "There were more who wanted to go than actually 
did go." Selection criteria were developed with the help of 
Dr. Rachel Weddington, a black educational psychology 
26Michael Winger, interview by author, 1 March 1993, tape 
recording, telephone interview of subject who was in his home 
in Mitchelleville, MD. 
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professor who accompanied the students to Prince Edward, and 
approximately three to four students were not allowed to go 
for various reasons. Many of the students who went to Prince
Edward were not education majors and did not have formal 
teaching training or experience. Winger said that almost all
of the students participated in ghetto tutoring programs in
New York City and attended teacher training workshops held by 
various Queens professors before they left, but that the main 
qualification was "an interest and an ability and a conunitment 
to work with the kids. 1127 
Before leaving for the county, the Queens students spent 
a great deal of time raising funds for their trip. The money 
was to be used to buy teaching supplies, pay for travel, and 
pay for room and board from the black families they were going 
to be living with in the county. Their main fundraising event 
was a sold-out concert held in Carnegie Hall with performances 
by various rock stars including Leslie Gore of "It's My Party
and I'll Cry if I Want To" fame, as well as now-famous singer
and producer Quincey Jones. The concert's highlight was a 
special appearance by comedian Dick Gregory. 28 
Once the students got to the county in late June, they 
split up into groups of two to three and fanned out around 
27Ibid. 
28Ibid. 
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Prince Edward. Francis Griffin had spread the word that the
students were coming and arranged for class space in various
churches, but the Queens students were responsible for going
out and recruiting the children. Each Queens student had five 
to ten children in their group, with the groups established by
age. The group that Michael Winger taught consisted of high
school aged students, and according to Winger, he had an 
easier time than many of the other student teachers because 
his group had been in school before. Some of the other
teachers had to teach basic skills to younger children, 
including such things as how to hold a pencil. 29 
Classes were held in the morning hours and usually ended 
by early afternoon. This was usually followed by games or
sports, which ·"helped create a camaraderie that made the
students more comfortable and gave them some sense of self
which they had been denied" while the schools were closed. 30 
Throughout the summer, the students and the New York teachers 
who were in the county would meet regularly to plan curriculum
and teaching methods. 31 They would also meet at least once a 
week with Francis Griffin to discuss the work they were doing
29Ibid. 
3°Dr. Rachel Weddington, interview by author, 25 February
1993, tape recording, telephone interview of subject who was 
in her home in Roosevelt Island, New York. 
31 Ibid. 
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and any problems they were having. 32 
Community response to the Queens College group ranged 
from welcoming to indifference to intolerance. For the most 
part the group was "embraced" by the black community, 33 but 
there was also the feeling that the black community was 
"grateful for our help yet resentful that they needed the 
help. II For the most part the white community ignored the 
visitors, but there were frequent taunts of "nigger-lovers" 
directed toward the students from some white residents.~ The 
presence of the visitors was noted by both news stories and an 
editorial in the Farmville Herald: 
There are visitors in Prince Edward, invited, we 
suppose, by citizens of the County. Courtesy has always 
been extended to visitors here, and we believe it always 
will . . . . As often stated in these columns before, we 
welcome people of good will, bent upon providing 
education for the children of the county. With a bit of 
cooperation education might have been provided several 
years ago with local initiative. Let every person go 
about his daily work calmly and industriously. Make this 
a summer of contentment. 35 
The Queens College students left Prince Edward County on 
August 28, 1963, the same day that the March on Washington was 
being held in Washington, D.C. While their efforts certainly 
32Winger, interview with author, 1 March 1993. 
33weddington, interview with author, 25 February 1993. 
~inger, interview with author, 1 March 1993. 
3511 summer of Contentment," Farmville Herald, 19 July 1963, 
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helped prepare the black children for their return to school, 
the most profound impact was made on themselves. As Michael 
Winger explained it over thirty years later: 
It was my first experience in seeing the pain and 
suffering people inflicted on other people. It was my 
first real experience with prejudice and discrimination 
and blatant racism and it left an indelible mark on me 
and I think on a lot of the other students, too .... 
For a lot of us it's probably affected out entire lives. 36 
Following their return to New York, the Queens group · 
started an "enormous" tutoring program in the New York 
ghettos. In the summer of 19 64, another group of Queens 
students travelled South, this time to Mississippi to help 
with voter registration among rural blacks. Among the group 
were Andy Goodman and Michael Schwerner, two of the three 
white students killed that summer by angry whites. 37 
While there was not the violence or the obvious racial 
hatred of the Deep South in Prince Edward County, there was 
anger and frustration on both sides. That became evident in 
the summer of 1963 while the Queens group was in the county. 
For the first time since the school closings, there were large 
demonstrations led by young black residents in downtown 
Farmville. 
The first demonstration was held in late July and was 
composed almost entirely of young, black county residents. 
36winger, interview with author, 1 March 1993. 
37Ibid. 
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One of the leaders was "Skippy" Griffin, eldest son of 
Reverend Francis Griffin, who was assisted by two "outsiders" 
from the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Conunittee, or SNCC. 
On their first attempt, the demonstrators marched quietly 
through the downtown shopping district of Farmville on a 
Thursday, holding placards calling for schools to be reopened. 
The next day, "five groups of Negro youths marched quietly and 
orderly on both sides of the two main blocks in downtown 
Farmville in the shopping center. 1138 On Saturday, the 
demonstration was not as orderly. Al though they had been 
denied a parade permit by the city, a group of 100-125 black 
youths "noisily paraded" through the downtown, marching two 
abreast down both sides of Main Street singing "freedom 
songs." After parading for a period, the group returned to 
First Baptist for a break. A short time later, two groups 
with approximately ten people in each marched back downtown. 
One of the groups stopped in front of the College Shoppe, a 
local restaurant, and refused to move. Police Chief Otto 
Overton ordered the group to move on or be arrested, whereupon 
the entire group went limp and fell to the sidewalk. 39 The 
policemen carried the group off to the city jail where the 
38
"33 Racial Demonstrators Arrested in a Weekend of Unrest 
Here," Farmville Herald, 30 July 1963, 1, 7. 
39Ibid. 
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entire group was arrested.~ 
On Sunday morning, twenty-two black youths tried to enter 
Farmville Baptist Church for the morning worship . service. 
When they were denied entrance to the white church, the group 
stood outside on the front steps, singing loudly and 
disrupting the service. When the group refused to leave, the 
police arrested the entire group. At the same time, six other 
black groups tried to enter white churches throughout the 
county. All were turned away without incident, except at 
Johns Memorial Episcopal Church where seven black youths were 
allowed to enter and invited to sit with Dean Gordon Moss. 41 
All of the demonstrators who were arrested were released 
to the custody of their parents. Judge William P. Hay, Jr. 
ordered the demonstrators to "observe a 10: 00 pm curfew, be of 
good behavior and keep the peace, attend school when 
available, and refrain from publicly engaging in any form of 
public demonstrations other than peaceful picketing. 1142 An 
editorial in the Farmville Herald called for "calmness, 
courtesy, and patience" between the races, and concluded with 
~"33 Demonstrators Arrested," Farmville Herald, 30 July 
1963. 
41 Ibid. 
42
"Juvenile Demonstrators Placed In Custody of Their 
Parents," Farmville Herald, 20 August 1963, 1. 
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its usual "Prince Edward, stand steady! 1143 
As tensions increased in Prince Edward County, William 
vanden Heuvel and other Kennedy Administration officials were 
working to formulate a school program for the fall of 1963. 
After countless meetings and long debate, it was decided that 
the Prince Edward Free School Association would be feasible 
for the 1963-1964 school year. The Free School would be an 
integrated, privately funded, one year program designed to get 
the black children of Prince Edward County back into a 
structured educational setting while awaiting the Supreme 
Court ruling. The objectives of the program were twofold: 
"to restore educational losses resulting from a deprivation of 
school opportunities; and to conduct such demonstration and 
. 
research activities as may be compatible with the. 
educational program objectives. 1144 Special characteristics of 
the planned program would include low teacher-student ratios, 
non-graded instruction, an abundance of supplies and teaching 
materials, and specialized teaching for handicapped 
students. 45 
By mid-July 1963, the tentative outline for the Free 
4311 Law and Order, 11 Farmville Herald, 30 July 1963, 4. 
44
"A Proposal to Establish a System of Free Education for 
Prince Edward County, Virginia, 11 Prince Edward Notes and Clips 
file, Printed Reports box, Free School papers. 
45Ibid. 
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School was in place. All that was left to do was to recruit 
administrators, faculty and students, plan a comprehensive 
curriculum for children who had not been in school for four 
years, raise the approximately one million dollars it would 
take to run the school, and win the approval of the community 
and the Commonwealth of Virgina before the planned September 
opening. It was to be a huge undertaking, but it was one that 
William vanden Heuvel and the Kennedy Administration were 
confident could be accomplished.
" ' 
' J 
CHAPTER IV 
THE RACE TO BEGIN AGAIN: 
PREPARING FOR THE FREE SCHOOL 
When word spread through Prince Edward County that 
schools would reopen in 1963, both the white and the black 
community reacted with caution. Whites were hesitant to 
accept any outside help with their 11 local 11 problem, 
particularly from the federal government, and blacks were 
fearful that this was just another plan that would not come to 
fruition. It was clear to those developing the Free Schools 
that in addition to planning the logistics of the school, they 
would quickly need to gain the trust of all residents of 
Prince Edward County to have any possibility of success. 
After William vanden Heuvel and the Justice Department 
concluded that it was feasible to open the Free Schools in the 
fall of 1963, their next step was to enlist the support of 
several prominent Virginians. Governor Albertis S. Harrison, 
Jr. was one of the initial group of people vanden Heuvel met 
with in his early examination of the situation. Like others 
in the state, the Governor was acutely aware of the negative 
national attention Virginia and Prince Edward County were 
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receiving for their "massive resistance" stance . 1 While not 
an integrationist, the governor was pragmatic. When vanden 
Heuvel asked for him to publicly support the Free Schools, 
Governor Harrison agreed. However, he made it clear that his 
support would be limited. He declined to lend his name or 
position to fundraising efforts for the Free Schools, 2 and 
clearly stated that he felt the sole purpose of the effort was 
education for the children, not settling the desegregation 
issue. 3 
Another prominent Virginian whose support was essential 
to the success of the Free Schools was Colgate Darden. Former 
congressman, governor, and president of the University of 
Virginia, Darden was widely respected throughout the 
Conunonwealth. As vanden Heuvel described him, Darden was a 
man of "extraordinary reputation and respect" who was of 
"founding of the country quality. 114 While Darden was deeply 
concerned about the black children in Prince Edward County, he 
was not necessarily an integrationist. In the 1952 Davis vs. 
School Board case fallowing the Moton High School strike, 
1Memo dated 22 June 1962 found in the Benjamin Muse file, 
Burke Marshall Papers, John F. Kennedy Library. 
2Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes, 19 October 1963, 
Minutes: August-December 1963 file, Free School papers. 
3Board Minutes of 17 August 1963, ibid. 
4vanden Heuvel, interview with author, 22 February 1993. 
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Darden testified that desegregation would "'seriously weaken'" 
the public's cormnitment to public education in Virginia. He 
added that blacks had made " 'phenomenal' " progress under 
segregated education, and warned that segregation was the only 
way Virginia taxpayers would support public education. 5 Even 
with these feelings toward integration, Darden felt it was 
essential to reopen schools in Prince Edward. When Governor 
Harrison asked Darden to serve as Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees of the Prince Edward Free School Association, Darden 
accepted. In doing so, his action "spoke volumes about the 
integrity of what we were trying to do 116 and gave great 
credibility to the effort. Darden realized the magnitude of 
his position as chairman, and later told representatives of 
the Ford Foundation: 
I have been representative of Congress from my 
district, Governor of my State, and President of the 
University of Virginia for fourteen years, but I do 
not believe I have rendered a more important service to 
my state or nation than this Prince Edward assignment. 7 
Reaction to Darden' s acceptance of the position was mixed 
in the Cormnonwealth. Those who realized it was time to reopen 
the schools applauded his decision. Longwood College Dean 
5Kluger, Simple Justice, 499-500. 
6vanden Heuvel, interview with author, 22 February 1993. 
7William vanden Heuvel to Attorney General Robert F. 
Kennedy, 17 September 1963. Memo found in the van Deerlin-
vanden Heuvel file, Attorney General Correspondence Box 64, 
Robert F. Kennedy papers, John F. Kennedy Library. 
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Gordon Moss thanked him for accepting the job, and told him 
that "the success of the whole venture hung on your 
decision. 118 J. Segar Gravatt, Commonwealth Attorney for 
Prince Edward County in the desegregation fight, commended 
Darden for his decision to assist the Free School effort. He 
wrote Darden to "express appreciation of the personal 
sacrifice which you so gladly face in undertaking the private 
school problem in Prince Edward." He added, "I deeply hope 
that some lasting and worthwhile benefit will come from the 
efforts of the private school operation . . and from the 
long struggle in which we have been engaged. 119 Sydney Small 
of Roanoke, Virginia wrote to the former Governor to 
congratulate him on his decision. Small wrote, "It is 
heartening to find an outstanding Virginian who is able, 
willing and determined to remove the curtain of illiteracy 
imposed upon the Negro race in Prince Edward for the past four 
years. 1110 
Many of those who were critical of Colgate Darden' s 
decision to assist the Free School effort felt that he had 
8Dr. Gordon Moss to Colgate W. Darden, Jr., 19 August 
1963, Original letter in August 1, 1963 file, Box 3, Free 
School papers. 
9J. Segar Gravatt to Colgate W. Darden, Jr., 14 August 
1963, ibid. 
10Sydney Small to Colgate W. Darden, Jr., 15 August 1963, 
ibid. 
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abandoned his Southern heritage in becoming Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees. J. Hanson Boyden, a Virginian and 
University of Virginia alumnus, wrote to Darden to express his 
disgust with his action. Boyden' s letter sununarized the 
feelings of many of Darden's critics: 
I have been greatly surprised and profoundly shocked to 
learn that a man like you, to whom Virginia has bestowed 
her two highest honors, should now align himself with 
those, like the Attorney General, whose goal is to 
ruthlessly destroy the traditional way of life of 
Virginia and the South. Tell me, would you personally 
like to see your children associate, on terms of 
equalitfi, with the descendents of your grandfather's 
slaves? 1 
Following Darden's appointment, vanden Heuvel and 
Governor Harrison worked with Darden to select the other board 
members. The guidelines agreed upon by all involved were that 
the board needed to be biracial and composed entirely of 
prominent Virginians. An equally important point was that all 
board members were to be officially appointed by Governor 
Harrison. 12 The governing board that was selected was 
composed of three white men and three black men. Besides 
Darden, the white members included Dr. D.F.G. Ribble, a great-
great-grandson of Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshall 
and 42 year member of the faculty of the University of 
Virginia; and Dr. Fred B. Cole, president of Washington and 
11J. Hanson Boyden to Colgate W. Darden, Jr., 10 May 1964, 
Original letter found in the uncataloged Free School papers. 
12Sullivan, Bound For Freedom, 38. 
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Lee University. The black members of the Board of Trustees 
were Dr. Thomas Henderson, president of Virginia Union 
University; Dr. Robert P. Daniel, president of Virginia State 
College and an ordained Baptist minister; and Dr. Earl H. 
McClenney, president of St. Paul's College. 13 
On August 14, 1963, the formation of the Prince Edward 
Free School Association was officially announced in Richmond. 
Those present at the press conference included Governor 
Albertis S. Harrison, Jr., who made the announcement; Reverend 
Francis Griffin; William vanden Heuvel; NAACP attorney Henry 
Marsh; and J. Segar Gravatt, attorney for the Prince Edward 
Board of Supervisors. Few definite plans for the school 
system were disclosed at the press conference, mainly because 
the logistics had yet to be decided. It was stated that the 
schools would be open to all races and would be privately 
funded through foundation grants and individual donations. In 
addition, it was announced that school doors would probably 
open in September for one year. It was believed by all 
concerned that the Supreme Court would make a final decision 
regarding opening the schools before the end of the 1963-1964 
school year. 14 
1311 Six Top Educators Form School Board of Prince Edward," 
Richmond Times-Dispatch, 15 August 1963, 2. 
1411 Prince Edward Negroes to Get Schools After 4 Years 
Without Them," New York Times, 15 August 1963, 1, 18. 
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Reaction to news of the Free Schools was mixed in the 
black community. When vanden Heuvel initially discussed the 
idea with Francis Griff in, Griffin was concerned that the Free 
School might act as a panecea and take away from the ultimate 
goal of integrated public schools. Over time, vanden Heuvel 
was able to gain Griffin's trust and assured him that 
integration was not forgotten, but that it was an issue that 
was going to be decided in the courts. Until that time, the 
Free School would serve as a "bridge. " As vanden Heuvel 
described their conversation: 
What I pointed out . . . was that instead of losing one 
more year while we were awaiting a Supreme Court 
decision, this infusion of people and resources would 
make up for the years that had been lost . . . We would 
then be able to move forward from a running start rather 
than just picking up the pieces of five lost years. He 
quickly agreed with that. He saw this as a major 
contribution to the children. 15 
Griffin did make it clear, however, that the black community's 
goal of integrated schools was not forgotten. He told a 
reporter from the Richmond Times-Dispatch: 
The opening of a model school system for all children of 
Prince Edward County without regard to race, creed or 
color is a step in the right direction. However, the 
NAACP will relentlessly continue its efforts to bring 
about a just solution to the problem which precipitated 
the closing of public schools. We will expend maximum 
efforts to bring about the opening of public schools on 
an integrated basis . 16 
15vanden Heuvel, interview with author, 22 February 1993. 
16James Latimer, "New Prince Edward Classes May Be Opened 
By October," Richmond Times-Dispatch, 15 August 1963, 1, 2. 
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One member of the black community who was not as pleased 
as Griff in over the opening of the Free Schools was his son, 
"Skippy." The fifteen year old Griffin had been a leader in 
the demonstrations in Farmville during the summer of 1963, and 
one of the conditions of the opening of the Free Schools was 
that the demonstrations had to end. According to Skip 
Griff in, many of the younger black residents were angry with 
the Kennedy Administration for that provision. The 
demonstrators felt as if their efforts were making an economic 
impact on local merchants, and that black demands for equality 
were finally getting attention from local store owners. 
Griff in said older black residents were "in love with the 
Kennedys" and had no hesitations with ending the 
demonstrations, but younger blacks were "really angered by the 
fact that we had to stop demonstrating and were not to speak 
out. We just saw it as them coming in and getting credit for 
being a supporter of the black community, but they were doing 
what the locals wanted .... " Overall, Griffin was in favor of 
the Free Schools, he just resented being forced to stop 
demonstrating. 17 
Reaction from the white community to news of the Free 
School was a mix of relief and indifference. Many white 
citizens were genuinely concerned about the lack of education 
17Skip Griffin, interview with author, 4 February 1993. 
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for black children in their community. Throughout the 
struggle many whites had offered to open private schools for 
the black children; they simply did not want their children 
attending the same schools. At the same time, there was 
almost a planned indifference toward any activity in the black 
community. White residents were always polite, but there was 
an underlying attitude that the black community, encouraged by 
outside agitators, had done this to themselves. Most whites 
firmly believed that the issue could have been settled years 
earlier if people had left county residents alone to resolve 
it among themselves. If the Free Schools were helpful to the 
black community that was fine, but the white community was not 
going to make an active effort to support them. An editorial 
in the Farmville Herald by Barrye Wall put it this way: 
We view with satisfaction the opening of private schools 
this fall for the Negro children of the county and others 
who may wish to attend ... Let alone by do-gooders, 
politicians, publicists, etc. the institution may have a 
successful year. Certainly it should be allowed the 
opportunity unhampered. Its future depends largely upon 
its record in the coming year. We wish it well . 18 
After the Free School system was announced, the Board of 
Trustees and William vanden Heuvel needed to move quickly in 
order to prepare the schools for opening in September. Their 
first step was to find a superintendent to oversee the Free 
Schools on a daily basis. With the assistance of the United 
1811 Prince Edward Free Schools," Farmville Herald, 20 
August 1963, 4. 
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States Off ice of Education, vanden Heuvel had been reviewing 
the credentials of several candidates from around the county. 
Two that initially drew consideration were Dr. Robert L. 
Williams, former Superintendent of Schools for Corpus Christi, 
Texas who presided over the first integration of a major 
school system following the Brown decision, 19 and the 
Assistant Superintendent of Schools in Atlanta, Georgia. 20 
Another candidate vanden Heuvel interviewed was Dr. Neil V. 
Sullivan, Superintendent of Schools in the wealthy East 
Williston area of Long Island, New York. Sullivan was known 
as an innovative educator who had introduced non-graded and 
team-teaching programs in the schools in his district. In 
late August, Sullivan traveled to Prince Edward to have a 
first-hand look at the county and meet with the Board of 
Trustees and county residents. In his book Bound For Freedom, 
Sullivan recalls his visit with Trustee Dr. Earl McClenney: 
The few time-worn stereotypes of Negroes which I may have 
still had in the recesses of my mind were quickly and 
completely wiped out. These people had charm, 
intelligence, and great dignity ... I think perhaps I 
experienced that evening, for the first time, something 
that would become commonplace among Free Schoolers--the 
19william vanden Heuvel to Attorney General Robert F. 
Kennedy, 26 July 1963, Original memo found in the van Deerlin-
vanden Heuvel file, Box 64, Attorney General Correspondence 
papers, John F. Kennedy Library. 
2
°william vanden Heuvel to Attorney General Robert F. 
Kennedy, 19 July 1963, Original memo found in the Virginia: 
Prince Edward County 1963-January, 1964 file, Box 21, Burke 
Marshall papers, John F. Kennedy Library. 
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happy disappearance of color consciousness. 21 
On August 27, Sullivan was introduced to the Board of Trustees 
at one of their scheduled meetings. Although the Board had 
wanted a Virginian as Superintendent, Sullivan's experience 
and personality convinced the Board that he should be 
appointed. In accepting the offer, Sullivan stated that he 
understood and looked forward to meeting the tremendous 
challenges of his new position, and said that his first step 
would be to select a qualified faculty. 22 
One of the goals of the Board of Trustees was to select 
as many qualified Virginians as possible for faculty 
positions. Skilled teachers who had lost their jobs when 
schools were closed would be given priority, and a form letter 
was sent to all former teachers in the county that informed 
them of the Free School and the opportunity to apply. 23 A 
Board committee comprised of Presidents Cole, Henderson and 
Daniel, with Superintendent of Richmond Schools H.I. Willett 
and Norfolk Superintendent Edward Lambert serving as 
consultants, was formed to deal with faculty and curriculum 
planning. 24 Even with the help of the committee and the 
21Sullivan, Bound For Freedom, 42. 
22Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes, August 27, 1963. 
23August 17, 1963, ibid. 
24August 27, 1963, ibid. 
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Virginia Teachers Association, the black teachers association 
in the state, the Free School had great difficulty in 
recruiting faculty from Virginia. As Neil Sullivan described 
it in an interview: 
We didn't get anywhere in Virginia. There was a 
boycott on us. The school superintendents throughout 
Virginia--after all, they were about to open their 
schools and there was a shortage of teachers and they 
refused to release Virginians. A, they refused to 
release them, and B, Virginia teachers, the Negroes 
particularly in the state, were afraid to come to the 
Free Schools for the stigma that would be attached to an 
assignment with this organization. So we got a handful, 
you could count them on a couple of hands, the number of 
people we got out of the entire state of Virginia, and 
that was one of our major disappointments.~ 
Despite the difficulties, several Virginia educators did 
join the Free School administration. One of the first people 
Sullivan hired was James Cooley as the Director of Secondary 
Education. Cooley had been assistant principal of Brunswick 
County Negro School, and was highly recommended by Dr. 
McClenney to serve as the high school principal. When 
Cooley's School Board refused to give him a leave of absence 
for one year, he resigned to join the Free Schools. 26 Another 
Virginian Sullivan hired was Willie Mae Watson as Director of 
Elementary Education. Watson had been a teacher, principal, 
and Supervisor of Elementary Education in Norfolk, Virginia 
~Sullivan, interview by Kay Shannon, 17 November 1967. 
Despite repeated attempts, Dr. Sullivan refused to be 
interviewed for this thesis. 
26Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 46, 48, 74. 
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prior to joining the Peace Corps in 19 61. She served in 
Nigeria for two years, and upon her return to Virginia, joined 
the Free Schools at the urging of Nerf olk Superintendent 
Edward Lambert. 27 Both Cooley and Watson were instrumental in 
assisting Sullivan with faculty hiring. 
With the tentative opening of the Free Schools less than 
three weeks away, Sullivan launched a national search for 
qualified teachers. He sent a letter requesting applications 
to every school superintendent in- the country with a city 
population of over 100,000 people. The same letter was sent 
to all large college and university presidents with an 
education program, the United States Employment Office, all 
branches of the military, the Peace Corps, the National 
Education Association, conunercial teaching agencies, and to 
church groups and personal friends nationwide. In addition, 
advertisements were placed in leading newspapers throughout 
the East coast. 28 A general information sheet that was sent 
out to interested applicants outlined the unique aspects of 
the job. It stressed that it would be a difficult teaching 
situation, but that it would also be an "unusual opportunity 
as well as an inspiring challenge." The contract year would 
27Willie Mae Watson, Director of Elementary Education, 
interview by author, 23 February 1993, tape recording, 
telephone interview with subject who was in her home in 
Norfolk, Virginia. 
28Sullivan, Bound For Freedom, 50. 
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be for approximately 175 days, with the possibility of an 
additional 45 days in the summer of 1964. For teachers with 
a bachelor's degree, the salary would be $4, 800 while teachers 
with their master's degree would be paid $5, 100. Those 
relocating to the county would be partially reimbursed for 
moving fees, with a slight salary adjustment for living 
expenses . 29 
As publicity spread about the Free School, applications 
came in from around the country. If people did not know where 
to send their inquiries, they would send them to the 
President, Attorney General, Governor Harrison, or just to 
Farmville, Virginia. As of early September, 342 applications 
had been received for the 100 available teaching positions. 
Fifty-six of those applicants were from Virginia. 30 Many 
people sent long letters expressing their feelings about the 
Free Schools and reasons they felt compelled to apply. Milton 
Colvin, Chairman of the Political Science department at 
Washington and Lee University, wrote to vanden Heuvel and 
offered to teach American Government or Civics on a part-time 
basis without salary. "I am an American with a troubled 
2911General Information Sheet for Individuals Interested in 
Instructional Positions in the Prince Edward County, Virginia 
Free School," Original found in the Prince Edward Notes-Clips 
file, Printed Reports box, Free School papers. 
3011 survey of Applications Sent and Received," Letters to 
Dr. Sullivan file, Neil Sullivan papers, Free School papers. 
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conscience who would like to help out, " he wrote. 31 A man from 
Claremont, California read about the Free School in the Los 
Angeles Times and offered his assistance to Trustee Robert 
Daniel. He said in part: 
It is not that I feel that I personally must carry the 
burden of the guilt belonging to the Caucasian because 
of his relationship to the Negro; I have examined this 
possibility carefully because on the surface this could 
seem to be the motivation for my application . . . The 
idea that in this country education is not available in 
some form to all children is incredible to me, and because 
this unfortunate situation lies within my chosen field, 
I therefore feel that I am in a position of-
responsibility and would not only be unethical but 
inunoral if I did not want to be of service. 32 
While Sullivan and others were busy reading applications 
and interviewing candidates, vanden Heuvel was contacting 
foundations around the country to raise funding for the Free 
School. He quickly discovered that while most funding sources 
were supportive of the idea, they were skeptical that an 
entire school system could be put in place in less than one 
month's time. They were also doubtful of the quality of any 
school put together in that amount of time, and therefore were 
hesitant to invest money in the project. 33 However, vanden 
31Colvin, Dr. Milton, to William vanden Heuvel, 19 August 
1963, Original in the August, 1963 file, Box 3, Free School 
papers. 
32Author unknown, to Dr. Robert Daniel, 20 August 1963, 
Original found in the Letters Outgoing file, Neil Sullivan 
papers, Free School papers. 
33vanden Heuvel, interview with author, 22 February 1993. 
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Heuvel was a tireless and effective promoter of the Free 
School. With the assistance of the Board of Trustees, he 
compiled an information packet on the Free School that was 
sent to every major foundation in the United States. It 
included an overview of the planned educational program, an 
introduction to Neil Sullivan and the Board of Trustees, an 
outline of the test results compiled by the Michigan State 
research team, an estimated budget totaling $1,250,000, and a 
copy of the Internal Revenue Service document declaring the 
Free School a non-profit organization. This was important, 
because any donations to the Free School would now be tax-
exempt. 34 Through the perseverance of vanden Heuvel and the 
powerful support of the Kennedy Administration, key 
foundations slowly began to pledge financial support to the 
Free Schools. The Ford Foundation was an early and highly 
significant contributor. Once it pledged $250, 000, other 
foundations decided to get involved. Other contributors 
included the Field Foundation, headed by Adlai Stevenson, with 
a grant of $100,000, 35 the Danforth Foundation and the Mary 
Babcock Reynolds Foundation which both contributed $50,000, 
and the Public Welfare Foundation which contributed $25,000. 
3411 Prince Edward Free School Association: 
Copy found in the Proposal for Support file, 
School papers. 
35Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 158. 
A Program, 11 
Box 1, Free 
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Numerous corporations, including several with headquarters in 
Virginia, made smaller donations. These included Norfolk and 
Western Railroad and the Reynolds Metals Company, each with a 
$10, 000 contribution, Brown and Williamson Tobacco Corporation 
which gave the Free Schools $1,000, and Newport News 
Shipbuilding and Drydock Company whose contribution was 
$15,000. 36 
In addition to financial contributions, many companies 
donated materials and supplies to the Free Schools. Bell and 
Howell donated film projectors, film strip projectors, and ten 
language master machines. General Electric donated 3 O 
television sets, Encyclopedia Britannica gave the Free Schools 
unlimited use of their film rental library at no charge, 37 and 
the Institute of Textbook Publishers donated 40,000 books. 
Publishers Scott, Foresman and Company contributed enough 
dictionaries for every child to use at home. 38 
Large corporations and foundations were not the only ones 
to make contributions to the Free Schools. Countless 
teachers' associations from all over the country donated 
36List of Contributors found in the List of Contributors 
file, Box 2, Free School papers. 
3711 Donated and Loaned Property" list dated 1 February 
1964, Donated and Loaned file, Box 1, Free School papers. 
38Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 159. 
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anywhere from $100 to over $5, 000. 39 Some of the most poignant 
donations came from students around the United States who had 
raised money to assist the students in Prince Edward. One 
group from New York sent individual letters with their 
contribution, explaining the rationale for their donations. 
Bruce Bred, a student at New York's High School of Art and 
Design, said in part: 
To show that we have some interest and are willing to 
help in anyway we can, we raised a small amount to help 
fight your battle for racial freedom. We think this is 
a verra worthwhile cause, and wish more people would 
help. 0 
By the time the Free Schools concluded in August, 1964, a 
total of $953,027.88 had been contributed to the effort. Of 
this, $96,758.88 came from individuals, $220,174.00 came from 
organizations, and $636,095.00 came from foundation grants. 41 
As national press coverage of the Free Schools grew, 
Sullivan had greater numbers of applicants to consider for 
teaching positions. In a remarkably short time, Sullivan 
managed to assemble a well-qualified, enthusiastic staff. In 
a meeting with the Trustees, Sullivan described the Free 
39List of Contributors, Free School papers. 
4°Bruce Bred to Prince Edward Schools, undated, original 
found in the Letters to Dr. Sullivan file, Neil Sullivan 
papers, Free School papers. 
41Audit of the Free Schools conducted by Mitchell, Wiggens 
and Company for the Year Ending August 31, 1964, Box 1, Free 
School papers. 
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School teachers as "'starry-eyed with eagerness and 
idealism.'" All of the teachers had at least one academic 
degree, and the average length of teaching experience was 
seven years. 42 A significant feature of the Free School staff 
was that it was integrated. This was a rarity in the country 
at that time, particularly in the South, and it was an 
important moral and psychological statement from the Free 
School. 
Since many of the faculty were not from Prince Edward 
County, an urgent need was housing for the Free School staff. 
With the help of Francis Griffin, Sullivan made inquiries of 
available rooms and rental properties throughout the 
community. Many white residents had housing available, but 
they insisted on renting only to whites. Some black owners 
rented Free School teachers entire houses, and others rented 
rooms in their homes. Sullivan quickly discovered that both 
white and black property owners were anxious to make economic 
gains through the Free School, with room and board fees 
doubling throughout Farmville and the surrounding area. 43 In 
an attempt to control fees, Sullivan asked Arthur Dudley to 
come to Farmville to work with the community on housing and 
other issues. Dudley was the young black social worker from 
42Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes, 14 September 1963, 
August-December 1963 file, Box 1, Free School papers. 
43Sullivan, interview with Kay Shannon, 17 November 1967. 
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Detroit who had first come to Farmville with the Michigan 
State Testing team in the early summer. He was already 
familiar with many of the county residents and was capable of 
working effectively with them. Within a short time of his 
arrival, Dudley managed to settle the housing problems, and 
Sullivan quickly hired him to serve as Director of Pupil 
Personnel Services for the Free Schools.# 
Another issue that had to be addressed before the Free 
Schools could progress was the preparation of the physical 
facilities. This included both the school buildings and the 
buses that were to be used to transport the children. In 
early discussions with vanden Heuvel, the county Board of 
Supervisors had indicated that they were willing to lease 
school buildings to the Free Schools. In early September, the 
Board of trustees signed the lease for the use of four school 
buildings: R.R. Moton High School, Mary E. Branch School 
Number 1, Mary E. Branch School Number 2, and Worsham 
Elementary School. The Free Schools would have to pay for the 
maintenance, upkeep, utilities and insurance for the 
buildings, but would not have to pay rent for the properties. 
In addition, the Free School leased 20 buses from the 
county. 45 
#Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 73. 
45Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes, 4 September 1963, 
August-December 1963 file, Box 1, Free School papers. 
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When Free School staff members entered the buildings for 
the first time, they discovered a place where time had stopped 
in 1959. Garbage was left in the trash cans from the last 
time students had eaten their lunches in the buildings, four 
years' worth of dust and dirt covered every surface, and there 
was evidence of the rats that infested the buildings 
throughout all of the facilities. 46 While Moton High School 
was in relatively good physical condition, the other three 
buildings were dilapidated. Floorboards were rotting, plaster 
had fallen from the ceilings, and water had damaged the walls. 
The stench from the garbage and clogged bathrooms was 
sickening. In addition, it was quickly discovered that the 
plumbing, heating and electrical systems had also deteriorated 
since doors were chained shut in 1959. 47 In addition to 
repairing the buildings, twenty buses also had to be 
overhauled and twenty drivers had to be found in the same 
amount of time. While most of the buses could run, all of 
them had deteriorated. 48 It was evident to all concerned that 
there was a tremendous amount of cleanup to do before schools 
could reopen in two weeks. 
Besides staffing and repairing the buildings, Sullivan 
~Sullivan, interview with Kay Shannon, 27 November 1967. 
47Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 53-55. 
48Sullivan, interview with Kay Shannon, 27 November 1967. 
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and the Free School administration needed to supply the 
schools. When Sullivan initially toured the schools, he was 
amazed to discover the complete lack of textbooks, maps, 
science equipment or any other type of supplies typically 
found in the white schools he was used to. 49 Textbooks were 
the most immediate concern, and large orders were immediately 
placed with several different companies. When Free School 
Business Manager Bill Baldwin contacted one publisher, the 
company was hesitant to send the books without assurance of 
the solvency of the Free Schools. Sullivan immediately called 
the president of the publishing house and pointed out that if 
the educationally deprived children in Prince Edward could 
learn to read using the books, the publishers would probably 
gain national attention for their outstanding textbooks. The 
publisher agreed, and his books were among the first to be 
delivered to Farmville. 50 During the school year, one of the 
largest expenditures for the Free Schools was the nearly 
$70, 000 spent on textbooks and equipment. 51 
One issue that Colgate Darden felt strongly about was the 
need for hot lunch program for the students. Many of the 
children in Prince Edward came from poor families, so it was 
49Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 53. 
50Ibid. I 85 I 87. 
51Audit for the Year Ended August 31, 1964, Free School 
papers, Box 1. 
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essential to provide a nutritional mid-day meal. Besides the 
health and morale benefits, a lunch program would serve as 
incentive for a child to attend school if not compelled 
otherwise, Darden said. 52 An arrangement was made whereby the 
United States Department of Agriculture would provide surplus 
food to the Free Schools at a minimal cost, 53 allowing the 
Free Schools to charge the children fifteen cents for lunch, 
with the faculty paying twenty-five cents. Children who were 
unable to pay for lunch would receive financial assistance 
from the Free Schools. 54 Although these prices would cause 
the Free Schools to lose money in the hot lunch program, it 
was deemed essential to the welfare of the children. 55 By the 
end of the year, over 171,000 meals were served to students 
and faculty, and of those, more than 60,000 were served at no 
cost. 56 
In a unbelievably short amount of time, everything was 
coming together for the September 16 opening of the Free 
52Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes, 19 October 1963, 
August-December 1963 file, Box 1, Free School papers. 
53Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 78. 
~Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes, 14 September 1963, 
August-December 1963 file, Box 1, Free School papers. 
55Board Minutes, 19 October 1963 ibid. 
56nr. Neil Sullivan, Final Progress Report: Prince Edward 
Free School Association, 6 August 1964, Printed Reports Box, 
Free School papers. 
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that meant, why a courteous old Southern gentleman would 
do that defied logic. 59 
After the formation of the Free School was announced, Gordon 
Moss approached his son and asked him to consider attending 
Moton High School. Dickie agreed to do it; not because of 
strong feelings about integration but because he wanted to 
support his father: "It cost him a lot to fight for what he 
was fighting for and it was something I could do for him. 
Later it became more clear . . . I had learned something from 
it. 1160 
Tremendous publicity surrounded Dickie Moss after the 
announcement that a white student was going to attend the Free 
Schools. Several national news stories focused exclusively on 
Dickie, and almost all others made some mention of him. For 
the Free Schools, it was a chance to prove to Prince Edward 
residents that integrated school could be a success. It was 
also important financially because foundations were more 
willing to support integrated schools. For Dickie, it was a 
chance to support his father. Before the school year 
concluded, several other white children joined Dickie in the 
Free Schools, but he was the only white student in the high 
school and the sole white graduate of the Prince Edward Free 
School Association. 
59Griffin, interview with author, 4 February 1993. 
6<Moss, interview with author, 23 February 1993. 
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With the registration of the students, everything was in 
place. It was time to open the Free Schools. 
92 
Prince Edward Free School Association on September 16, 1963. 
Members of the national press, Kennedy Administration 
officials, and several foundation presidents whose grants had 
helped fund the Free School all gathered in Farmville for the 
Monday morning opening. 1 A mood of excited anticipation 
filled the black community as last minute preparations were 
completed. Early Sunday afternoon, the mood was shattered 
when word reached Prince Edward County of yet another tragedy 
in Alabama. That morning, a bomb had been thrown into a 
Birmingham church, killing four young black girls as they 
attended Sunday School. Many of the reporters who were in 
Prince Edward to cover the Free School opening immediately 
left for Alabama to cover the bombing. 2 Those who remained 
were shaken and somber, wondering if the next day would bring 
similar tragedy in Farmville. 
As the early morning light broke over the county on 
Monday, September 16, 1964, school buses lumbered out into the 
countryside surrounding Farmville. Small groups of children 
dressed in their Sunday best stood quietly waiting for the 
buses, unsure of what was ahead of them. Newsman Eric 
Sevareid rode along on one bus, recording the events of the 
1Sullivan, interview with Kay Shannon, 17 November 1967. 
2Ibid. 
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day for the evening broadcast. 3 By 9:00 a.m., all of the 
children had been delivered to their proper school. Although 
there had been threats of violence, there were no incidents. 
At 9:00 a.m., all of the elementary students gathered around 
the flagpole outside Branch School No. 2 for their opening 
ceremony. Flashbulbs went off in the crowd as six-year-old 
Alfred Brown raised the flag, and a few of the children joined 
the faculty and reporters in the pledge of allegiance. Most 
of the children stood quietly, listening to the unfamiliar 
words. At 9:30 a.m., opening ceremonies were held at Moton 
High School for the older children. As with the younger 
children, the Moton students were quiet and subdued, and 
unsure of their new surroundings. 4 When the ceremony 
concluded, the students filed out to their classrooms. The 
Prince Edward Free School Association was officially opened. 
The Free Schools had three stated objectives. The first 
was to provide a free education to all children over the age 
of six who lived in Prince Edward County. The second was to 
"assist them in acquiring the knowledge, attitudes, ideas, and 
skills required for effective citizenship in a democratic 
society. 11 The third objective was to "provide a flexible, 
balanced, and remedial curriculum" emphasizing "reading" and 
3Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 100-101. 
4Ibid., 103-105. 
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"language arts" skills. 5 In addition, there were unspoken 
objectives of the Free Schools. The most important of these 
was to "build a bridge" between the white and black community, 
to show both groups that the races could work together with 
success. 6 That was why it was so important that the Board of 
Trustees and the student body of the Free Schools be 
integrated. Finally, it was hoped the Free Schools would 
provide an example to the rest of the country7 to show that 
integration could work, but also to show what could be done by 
private initiative, without the financial backing of the 
federal government. While it can be argued that the federal 
government did financially support ·the Free Schools indirectly 
through various studies commissioned and the efforts of 
federal employees, no direct funding was ever given to the 
Free Schools from the federal government. 
In order to achieve these goals, a clear methodology was 
established by Superintendent Neil Sullivan. The Free School 
system was divided into four different school buildings 
housing both an elementary and secondary education program. 
The elementary program was divided into the Primary School and 
the Middle School. Initially, the Primary School was for 
5sullivan, Final Report, Free School papers. 
6vanden Heuvel, interview with author, 22 February 1993. 
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children ages six through nine. Emphasis was placed on 
reading, oral and written communication skills along with 
social and cultural development. The Middle School was for 
children ages ten through twelve, and also placed a heavy 
emphasis on reading instruction. In addition, blocks of time 
were devoted to language arts, social science, and 
mathematics. "Exploratory experiences" were also provided in 
art, music, and physical education. 8 
The Secondary School was divided into the Lower School 
and the Upper School. The Lower School was for all children 
ages thirteen through fifteen. Students who had little to no 
education during the school closings followed a core program 
similar to the Middle School program with additional training 
in the practical arts. All of the students were in a highly 
individualized teacher-pupil relationship, particularly in 
advanced courses. Students who were capable of doing so would 
use independent study materials under the supervision of an 
instructor, and those progressing quickly would then advance 
to the Upper School. The Upper School included all students 
ages sixteen and older. Early in the year the students would 
review basic skills, but as rapidly as possible the school 
would become a comprehensive high school with general 
education and college preparatory courses. In addition, the 
8Neil Sullivan, "Bulletin #10," 26 September, 1963, Free 
School papers. 
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Upper School offered business, home education, agriculture, 
fine arts, physical education and industrial arts courses. 9 
A unique feature of the Free School was the non-graded 
and team teaching methods used. Sullivan had used these 
techniques in Long Island with great success, and felt they 
would be beneficial in the Free Schools. The majority of the 
faculty had never worked under such a system, so a great deal 
of time was spent early in the year teaching the faculty how 
to implement these teaching methods. In a bulletin for the 
faculty, Sullivan outlined the non-graded system: 
The non-graded school is an organizational pattern of 
education which can provide continuous learning for every 
child, by which he will be able to achieve success at 
each level of instruction. Each child will progress from 
level to level as rapidly as he masters the skills and 
the content of each level of achievement. He will not 
experience failure as it is sometimes experienced in the 
graded system. Neither will he experience boredom, no 
matter how able or gifted, since he will be stimulated 
and challenged to progress to new levels when he is ready 
to do so. 10 
Sullivan stressed that continued faculty monitoring of student 
progress was essential for the program to succeed. He added 
that careful records would be maintained for each pupil 
regarding mental, physical, and social growth as he or she 
moved through the program in order to assist in placement when 
1
°Neil Sullivan, "Bulletin #4," September, 1963, ibid. 
the student returned to a more traditional 
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school 
environment. 11 The non-graded system was used almost 
completely through the Lower School level, but state 
requirements and the need to earn specific credits worked to 
make the Upper School less flexible. The non-graded system 
was still used somewhat in the Upper School, but not to the 
same extent . 12 
Team teaching was a method that allowed the best 
instructor in each area to teach that particular subject in 
which he or she excelled, with assistance from other teachers 
in the classroom. Teachers and students were organized into 
groups of one to three grade levels, and the teachers were 
jointly responsible for planning and teaching the curriculum 
for the group. One instructor was chosen as head teacher, and 
would be in charge of scheduling within the team, coordinating 
activities, and delegating authority. This method was 
significantly more challenging for the pupil than traditional 
school settings because of the larger number of teachers and 
students he or she had to relate to during the day. Instead 
of remaining in a single classroom with a single teacher all 
day, the student moved to different rooms, sat at different 
desks, and was surrounded by different students. At the same 
11Ibid. 
12Sullivan, Final Report, 6 August 1964, ibid. 
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time, the student had the benefit of being taught by the most 
capable teacher in each area. 13 
In early October, Sullivan made a slight shift in the 
format of the Free Schools. Instead of classroom divisions 
strictly by age, Sullivan implemented a system of "grouping" 
to divide students by academic skills; slower students would 
be placed in slower groups, and more gifted students would be 
placed in more challenging groups. When a teacher discovered 
a student who was moving at a different pace than the others 
in the group, the teacher was to report it to the head teacher 
who would then clear it with the principal before reassigning 
the child. Sullivan and the faculty were acutely aware that 
older students often felt "stupid" if they were placed in a 
group primarily composed of younger children, so an effort was 
made to keep the groups within a three year range of ages. 
"Special subjects" such as music, art, and physical education 
continued to be divided strictly by age. 14 
One characteristic that Sullivan and the Free School 
staff quickly discovered was that almost all of the black 
children were initially withdrawn and extremely shy with 
teachers, particularly the white teachers. In the early days 
of school, many of the children were so frightened they would 
13Sullivan, "Bulletin #17," 22 October 1963, ibid. 
14Sullivan, "Bulletin #12," 1 October 1963, ibid. 
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turn and face the wall whenever a teacher approached them in 
the hall. 15 "It took them many months before they would 
believe that there could be white people who cared about them 
and who wanted to work with them, " said Sullivan. 16 This 
distrusting attitude was not difficult to understand if the 
events of the past four years were considered. Most of the 
black children in Prince Edward County came from poor families 
and had led extremely isolated lives. To them, the white 
establishment who had voted to close their schools was 
representative of all whites. Both adults and children waited 
for the "catch" of the Free Schools, and were understandably 
hesitant. As vanden Heuvel explained it, for many of the 
children, the Free School was the first example in their lives 
of white people who were not patronizing, who did not believe 
in "separate but equal, " and who did not dismiss them as 
inherently less intelligent . 17 
While the children's shyness and hesitation was 
understandable, what was remarkable was the fact that they 
came to school. Attendance was voluntary, and white officials 
in the county told Free School leaders they would be lucky to 
have two or three hundred students attending. To their 
15Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 113. 
16Sullivan, interview with Kay Shannon, 17 November 1967. 
17Vanden Heuvel, interview with author, 22 February 1993. 
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amazement, nearly 1,600 students attended the Free Schools. 18 
This did not mean that the school was without problems. 
While overall enrollment was large at the Free Schools, steady 
attendance was a serious and continual problem. This was true 
particularly among children over the age of twelve. 19 There 
were several reasons for this. First of all, there were no 
compulsory school attendance laws at this time in Virginia, so 
parents often kept children home to help with chores, care for 
younger children, or help with a variety of other tasks. Many 
of the children served as necessary workers on rural farms, 
and continued the traditions of decades past in fitting school 
around planting and harvesting. 20 In addition, many children 
did not have adequate clothing to wear to school during bad 
weather. Children of poor families often shared clothing with 
siblings, so on the days one child was wearing the warm 
clothes the others would stay home. Once the Free School 
staff realized this, they called on various groups around the 
country who had offered to help and requested donations. 
Almost immediately boxes of clothing, shoes and coats arrived 
and were distributed to the children. Many of the neediest 
18Sullivan, interview with Kay Shannon, 17 November 1967. 
19Neil Sullivan, General Information Memo to the Board of 
Trustees, September 23-26 1963 file, Box 3, Free School 
papers. 
20Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 176. 
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children initially refused the clothing because of pride, but 
through the Parent-Teacher Association and the involvement of 
several black churches, clothing was eventually distributed to 
all who needed it. 21 
Besides providing clothing, Free School officials tried 
to combat absenteeism in several different ways. Neil 
Sullivan made numerous radio speeches explaining the need for 
consistent attendance. Roger Madison, president of the 
Parent-Teacher Association, and several staff members made 
countless visits to homes to speak with parents. Notes were 
often sent home with children, but it was quickly discovered 
that many of the parents could not read and had to wait for a 
literate neighbor to visit before the note could be 
deciphered. 22 
While many children missed school because of various 
reasons, there were also children who fought to be in school. 
On one occasion bathroom facilities at Moton High School were 
working improperly and it was announced that the students 
would be sent home until they could be fixed. A group of 
students immediately went to Sullivan's office requesting that 
they be allowed to stay, and helped work out a plan for 
outdoor facilities to use for the rest of the day. Another 
21Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 147-148. 
22Ibid., 179-180. 
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time schools were scheduled to be closed for one day so 
teachers could attend a conference outside of the county. A 
group of students requested that the meeting be cancelled so 
they could attend school that day.~ Such devotion to 
education was almost unheard of in "normal" schools, but it 
was common in the Free Schools. It was even more amazing to 
see because as it was, many of the children often spent seven 
days per week involved in school activities of some kind. 
Many Saturdays were devoted to field trips~ to places like 
Jamestown, Appomattox, Richmond, Williamsburg, Washington, 
D.C., and Charlottesville. Longer trips were scheduled to 
places like Chapel Hill, North Carolina and New York City.~ 
On Sundays, students and their families often crowded into the 
auditorium to hear musicians and artists who visited the Free 
Schools to perform. 26 Once the students grew comfortable with 
the Free Schools, they clearly did not want to give it up. 
They had had enough days off in the past four years. 
Through donations and gifts, the Free Schools were able 
to develop a large audiovisual center and library. Wilburt 
~Neil Sullivan, Speech to the Virginia State Teachers 
Association at Virginia Union University, 1 November 1963, 
text found in the Free School papers. 
~Neil Sullivan, Speech to the NAACP in Washington, D.C., 
26 June 1964, ibid. 
~Field Trips file, Neil Sullivan papers, ibid. 
26Sullivan, speech to NAACP, 26 June 1964, ibid. 
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Edgarton served as the Director of Audio-Visual (AV) Aids, and 
he was responsible for coordinating the selection, 
circulation, repair and scheduling of the equipment, as well 
as leading in-service training for the teachers. The main AV 
center was in Moton High School, with smaller centers in each 
of the three other schools. Educational television was used 
widely in all four schools, and the Language Master teaching 
machine was used by several teachers for children with 
language and speech difficulties. The Motion Picture 
Association of America donated one feature film to the Free 
School per week, which was shown to faculty, students, and the 
community in the evenings at no charge. Numerous educational 
film libraries also allowed the Free School to borrow films 
and film strips free of charge.n 
One of the most substantial programs was the development 
of a large Free School library system. From almost nothing 
when the schools opened, the Moton High School library grew to 
over 10, 000 volumes during the year, and the elementary 
schools had over 4,400 volumes. Many books donated to the 
Free Schools were duplicates and were given away to the 
children. Elementary students took home 3,190 volumes, while 
27Wilbert Edgerton Audiovisual Report, Final Progress 
Report, 6 August 1964, ibid. 
1.04 
Moton students received 3,324 books by the end of the year. 28 
The implementation of a health care program was another 
important aspect of the Free School. The Board of Trustees 
approved $2, 000 to open a dental clinic for the children, 29 
and soon after the schools opened, Dr. George Lane of Norfolk 
was hired to serve as a full- time dentist. 30 Most of the 
children had never visited a dentist in their lives, and their 
teeth were in horrible condition. For the first few weeks 
after he came to Farmville, Dr. Lane spent almost all of his 
time extracting teeth. Many of the children did not even 
realize they were having dental problems; the teeth had 
deteriorated so badly the nerves had died and the children 
could no longer feel the pain. 31 At Dr. Lane's suggestion, 
all of the children were provided with a toothbrush and 
toothpaste. 32 
In addition to receiving dental care, the children were 
vaccinated, and had their vision and hearing tested. Children 
who needed them were provided with glasses, and hearing aids 
28Neil Sullivan, Final Progress Report, 6 August 1.964, 
ibid. 
29Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes, 7 December 1.963, 
August-December 1963 file, Box 1, Free School papers. 
30Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 154. 
31Letha Dudley, R.N. Report on Children's Health, Final 
Progress Report, 6 August 1.964, Free School papers. 
32Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 154. 
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were provided to the few children who needed them. During the 
year epidemics of chicken pox, measles and the mumps struck 
the Free Schools, which was not unexpected since the children 
had lived in relative isolation while the schools were closed. 
Through medical examinations and nutritional education, the 
general health of the children was remarkably improved by the 
end of the year. 33 
Because of the unique situation of the school closings 
and the creation of the Free Schools, there was a constant 
flow of reporters and visitors to Prince Edward County. 
Various magazines and newspapers were constantly doing stories 
on the Free School, and Neil Sullivan travelled the country 
giving speeches and interviews. Celebrities of all types 
frequented the county, visiting with the children and 
sometimes teaching classes. Sports stars such as Bobby 
Mitchell of the Washington Redskins34 and Sam Jones of the 
Boston Celtics visited; Leonard Bernstein and members of the 
New York Symphony would stop by the Free School on their way 
to or from tours; entertainer Harry Belafonte visited; 
millionaire businessman Sidney Harmon from New York and 
attorney George Willard from New England both spent several 
days in the classroom teaching. Almost every day a sports 
"Ibid., 153, 154-155. 
~Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 183. 
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star or artist or author was in the Free School meeting with 
the children and giving them exposure to the world beyond 
Prince Edward County. 35 
In addition to celebrity visitors, numerous educational 
experts and consultants visited the Free Schools. Their 
analyses and suggestions of ten had a great impact on programs 
implemented in the schools. 36 A frequent visitor and strong 
supporter of the Free Schools was Dr. Sam Kendrick, Executive 
Associate of the College Entrance Examination Board. Early in 
the school year Kendrick visited Farmville and wrote Sullivan 
a long, detailed letter with suggestions for the Free School. 
Sullivan reprinted the report and gave copies to the board of 
Trustees and all of the administrators. Kendrick's 
suggestions dealt mainly with the need to keep detailed 
records and progress reports on each child, and the need for 
frequent evaluations of the students' progress. 37 Sullivan 
thought highly of Kendrick's suggestions, but he did not feel 
the same way about the Michigan State team that had conducted 
the earlier evaluations of the children. At a Trustees 
Meeting in December, 1963, the Michigan State research efforts 
were discussed. Sullivan said that he knew the Michigan State 
35Sullivan, interview with Kay Shannon, 17 November 1967. 
36watson, interview with author, 23 February 1993. 
37Sam Kendrick to Neil Sullivan, 3 October 1963, Original 
letter in the October 1, 1963 file, Box 3, Free School papers. 
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team was anxious to continue their research in Prince Edward, 
but he felt the team was gathering the data for their own 
fame, while Sullivan and the Trustees were looking for 
practical evaluations of the children's progress and ways to 
improve their teaching. Sullivan stated that he was impressed 
with the efforts of Dr. Robert Green, the research leader, but 
not with the work of his associates. The Trustees urged 
Sullivan to explore a better option, 38 on which he immediately 
set to work. 
After discussing the situation with Sullivan, Sam 
Kendrick suggested hiring Dr. Edmund Gordon, head of the 
department of educational psychology and guidance at Yeshiva 
University in New York, to evaluate the children. Gordon 
indicated he would be willing to conduct evaluations with Dr. 
Irving Siegal, director of research of the Merrill- Palmer 
Institute in Detroit, as his partner. Kendrick indicated that 
the College Board would pay Dr. Gordon, and the Merrill-Palmer 
Institute would pay Dr. Siegal for their work. The men would 
work with a primary person in the Free Schools, and spend two 
days per week in Farmville. Kendrick wrote: 
I do not know Siegal personally, but I do know Gordon and 
have the utmost faith in his professional competence and 
personal qualities. Gordon is a Negro and has been 
putting together a very impressive research program at 
Yeshiva having to do with the education of the socially 
38Board of Trustees Meeting Minutes, 7 December 1963, 
August-December 1963 file, Box 1, Free School papers. 
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disadvantaged. I think there is no doubt that he would 
give you really expert assistance and would also manage 
the affair with tact and full recognition of the problems 
involved. 39 
Gordon and Siegal were hired to consult on the Free Schools, 
but they did not end up spending as much time in Farmville as 
Kendrick had anticipated. As of early March, they had made 
three trips to Farmville, with several more anticipated. Much 
of their initial time in the county was spent orienting 
themselves to the Free School and supervising achievement 
testing of the students. Gordon's stated goal was to 
strengthen existing programs and of fer educational and 
vocational guidance to the Free School,~ which he and Siegal 
continued to do throughout the year. 41 The Michigan State 
team remained interested in Prince Edward County and continued 
their research in the spring of 1964 and for several years 
following. 42 
39Sam Kendrick to Neil Sullivan, 27 November 1963, 
Original letter in the Sam Kendrick file, Neil Sullivan 
papers, Free School papers. 
4
°Dr. Edmund Gordon to Neil Sullivan, 5 March 1964, 
Original letter found in the Sam Kendrick file, Neil Sullivan 
papers, Free School papers. 
41Watson, interview with author, 23 February 1993. 
Although several references to the Gordon/Siegal research were 
found among the Free School papers, I was unable to locate a 
report of their findings. Those I interviewed were unaware of 
the location of any report. 
42Dudley, interview with author, 1 March 1993. A small 
group from Michigan State, including several members of the 
original research team, recently completed a study on the 
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Evaluations were frequently used in the Free Schools to 
identify problems and areas for improvement. Teachers were 
requested to complete reports on the school almost monthly, 
and many times they were asked to complete them anonymously to 
insure honesty. In early October, Sullivan asked the staff to 
complete a survey concerning their students. One question 
asked for the most unusual incident the teachers had seen. 
One teacher said she was visiting a seventh grade classroom 
and "a fourteen year old girl got sick to her stomach because 
she doesn' t know how to read. I had observed that the 
children are very eager to do well and that they want to 
impress their teachers, but I hadn't realized the extent of 
their concern. "43 Another question asked for the most 
pathetic statement made by a child. One teacher wrote, "A 
student asked me to read prices and names of products to him 
in Safeway and after thanking me observed 'I've never been 
able to read those funny tags--I wonder if I ever will be able 
to?'" Another responded "[I] asked a child twelve years old 
to count the number of children that got on her bus each 
effects of the school closings on Prince Edward County thirty 
years later. According to Dudley, it will be published in 
1993 in The Journal of Negro Education. Several attempts were 
made to interview Robert Green, but he was busy with other 
projects and declined. 
4311 Student Evaluation: A Reaction Report," 7 October 
1963, Faculty Evaluation, Student Evaluation file, Neil 
Sullivan papers, Free School papers. 
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and many others throughout the year to monitor the progress of 
the Free School. He also used many of the responses as 
anecdotes in speeches he gave around the county and in his 
1965 book about his experiences in Prince Edward County 
entitled Bound for Freedom. 
Throughout the year other opinions were also offered on 
the Free School, the written and spoken comments of the 
critics. Many of the critical letters were addressed to 
President Kennedy or other federal government officials. Dr. 
Thomas Upshur, D. D. S . of Lynchburg, Virginia wrote to the 
President in April 1963 to express his feelings concerning 
possible federal assistance in Prince Edward County. He wrote 
in part: 
Virginia does not need or want the federal government to 
set up any type of schools in our state. This may be 
politically popular outside of Virginia, but you will 
further alienate Virginians by doing so.~ 
In a letter sent to the President, Attorney General, and 
Assistant Attorney General Burke Marshall, three New York City 
teachers and a student who had been a part of the Queens 
College group that worked in the county criticized the Free 
Schools at length. They concluded that: 
(1) This school is a gigantic hoax designed to fool the 
American public into believing that the 'disgrace of 
Prince Edward' is being remedied. (2) Powerful Virginia 
~r. Thomas Upshur, D.D.S. to President John F. Kennedy, 
18 April 1963, Original in the John F. Kennedy Library, 
Author's copy courtesy of Phoenix Productions, Inc. 
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interests do not want an integrated school to succeed 
because it might threaten their political and economic 
power. (3) This school should not be a temporary one 
year expedient but should continue in operation even if 
and when the public schools are . reopened. 47 
While most opposition to the Free Schools was expressed 
in letters, Sullivan and the school staff did experience some 
harassment while in Prince Edward County. As Sullivan 
described it, when he and his wife Martha first arrived in the 
county, they were frequently bothered by crank calls 
throughout the night . 48 Within a few weeks , the Sul 1 i van' s 
switched to an unlisted phone number. 49 On other occasions, 
piles of garbage were dumped on their front yard and floral 
arrangements taken from local cemeteries were left in their 
trees. so The Halloween season increased the harassment of the 
Free School staff. Sullivan reported a shotgun blast outside 
his house to the Farmville sheriff, 51 and a short time later, 
47Pearl Lucas, Donald Zatz, Mark Blumberg and Richard W. 
Stephenson III to President John F. Kennedy, Attorney General 
Robert F. Kennedy, and Assistant Attorney General Burke 
Marshall, 7 October 1963, Virginia: Prince Edward County 
1963-January 1964 file, Box 21, Burke Marshall papers, John F. 
Kennedy Library. 
48Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 130. 
49Neil Sullivan, Memo to the Trustees, September 23-26, 
1963 file, Box 3, Free School papers. 
50sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 131. 
51Neil Sullivan to Farmville Sheriff's Office, 18 November 
1963, copy of letter in the November 11-20, 1963 file, Box 3, 
Free School papers. 
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Sullivan reported his Buick convertible top slashed and the 
car covered in wax. 52 In late October, one teacher's mother 
received a call in her New York home threatening that if the 
teacher did not leave Farmville and the Free Schools, the 
teacher was going to be shot. The mother inunediately 
contacted the Federal Bureau of Investigation, who concluded 
that the call probably originated in New York, not in 
Farmville. 53 None of these incidents appeared to have been 
designed to physically hurt Sullivan or any of the teachers, 
and they were carried out by a small minority of the Farmville 
conununity. Sullivan knew this, and treated it as a minor 
irritant, for the most part. In a letter to Colgate Darden he 
wrote: 
Please do not be disturbed about the trivial difficulties 
which I am faced with here in Farmville. I want you to 
know that in my opinion, 99.9% of this conununity is 
strongly in support of the work we are doing. 
Furthermore, I am sure that whoever is disturbing me is 
not trying to harm me but frighten me. I consider it 
quite unimportant. 54 
After Sullivan left Farmville in 1964 at the conclusion 
of the Free Schools, his view apparently changed somewhat, and 
52Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 133. 
53Neil Sullivan to Colgate Darden, 31 October 1963, copy 
of letter in the November 1-10, 1963 file, Box 3, Free School 
papers. 
~Neil Sullivan to Colgate Darden, 20 November 1963, Copy 
'of letter in the November 11-20, 1963 file, Box 3, Free School 
papers. 
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he angered the Trustees and many of those involved in the Free 
Schools by exaggerating the harassment he had faced in the 
community. In an interview with the Oakland Tribune in August 
1964, Sullivan detailed the phone calls and incidents of 
garbage dumped on his yard, as well as the ostracism he 
received from the white residents in Prince Edward. He told 
the Oakland Tribune in an interview: 
The only real welcome [we received] came from the 
Negroes, the Negro churches, and the local Catholic 
church. The service club of which I am a member did 
not invite me to their meeting, nor was any other 
administrator connected with the Free Schools invited. 
We were completely cut off from every possible social 
outlet in the entire area. ss 
When Farmville Herald editor Barrye Wall saw the article, 
he sent Colgate Darden a copy with a memo attached: "If Dr. 
Sullivan's book is as 'factual' as his interviews, God save 
the Commonweal th. I guess we can take it- -we have taken 
everything else that has been thrown at us." D a r d e n 
responded, "I must say that while I regret them I was not in 
the least surprised. We were quite lucky to get through as 
well as we did and I am sure we have not seen the end of these 
publications. I understand his book is on the way. 11 s6 In a 
ss 11virginia Was Hot-Spot for Berkeley School Chief," 
Oakland Tribune, 14 August 1964, 9. Copy of article attached 
to a letter from F.D.G. Ribble to Colgate Darden, 14 September 
1964, Free School papers. 
s6Barrye Wall to Colgate Darden with Darden' s response, 22 
September 1964, Free School papers. 
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letter to Trustee F.D.G. Ribble, Darden wrote, "It may be that 
the reporter in Oakland inflated the interview. However, I 
doubt it. I agree with you that the work of Dr. Sullivan was 
first rate, but the insatiable desire for publicity was 
damaging to the effort generally. 1157 The general consensus of 
those who worked with Neil Sullivan and those who knew him in 
Farmville closely followed Darden's assessment: Sullivan did 
an excellent job as Superintendent of the Free Schools, but he 
enjoyed the spotlight and had a tendency to exaggerate the 
attacks against him. When Sullivan wrote Bound for Freedom, 
he requested Robert Kennedy to write the introduction. 
Kennedy asked William vanden Heuvel to write it for him, and 
in a memo to Kennedy attached to a draft of the introduction, 
vanden Heuvel wrote: 
Sullivan's book, quite naturally, makes him the hero of 
the Prince Edward project. In my judgement your 
introduction should not ref er to the content of the book 
because there are many statements that are inaccurate and 
questionable. For example, the firing of shotguns 
outside of his bedroom--a story whose danger factor has 
increased greatly since its first telling. The trustees, 
both Negro and white, very much resent the articles arid 
newspaper stories that Sullivan has released since 
leaving the county. Their role has been underplayed, but 
in many ways the schools could not have succeeded without 
them. This is especially true of Colgate Darden. . . . 58 
57Colgate Darden to F.D.G. Ribble, 28 September 1964, Free 
School papers. 
58Memo from William vanden Heuvel to Robert F. Kennedy, no 
, date, from the personal papers of William vanden Heuvel, 
courtesy William vanden Heuvel, New York, New York. 
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As the school year continued, the children in the Free 
Schools knew little of the harassment of Sullivan or the Free 
Schools staff. They were busy with their studies, trying to 
make up as much of the lost time as possible. As the children 
studied current events, a figure the students in Prince Edward 
watched closely was President John F. Kennedy. Because of the 
interest the President took in the county and the 
Administration's role in the creation of the Free School, the 
President and Attorney General Robert Kennedy were heroes to 
the children and to many of their parents. When the President 
was assassinated, the children were devastated. Sullivan 
wrote: 
The assassination of John F. Kennedy overwhelmed these 
youngsters. It overwhelmed us all. Even in those first 
moments when the final disaster had not been made 
manifest, when we were silently praying that our 
President might be spared, these children of Prince 
Edward County seemed to feel a special and tragically 
personal grief for this man who was more to us than a 
President, who was our sponsor and our friend. 59 
On December 13, the staff and students of the Free School 
gathered for a memorial service in honor of the late 
President. "Skippy" Griffin led the prayer, and several other 
students sang or spoke at the service.ro Senior class vice-
president Roger Madison, Jr. presented a leather-bound scroll 
59Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 161. 
roProgram for the Memorial Service in honor of John F. 
,Kennedy, 13 December 1963, Memorial Service--John F. Kennedy 
file, Free School papers. 
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to Neil Sullivan to deliver to Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy. The 
scroll was signed by all 1,567 Free School students, and read: 
Our beloved President John F. Kennedy once considered us 
in our distress. We, the students of Prince Edward 
County Free Schools in Farmville, Virginia, think of 
Caroline, John, and Mrs. Kennedy in their sorrow. It is 
also ours. 61 
When the creation of the John F. Kennedy Presidential 
Library was announced in the spring of 1964, the Free School 
students decided to raise money for a donation. The students 
planned to collect an average of three cents per student, 
enough to raise $47. 00 to commemorate each year of the 
President's life. The children underestimated their 
resources, and ended up collecting $99. 94. 62 On May 11, 1964, 
former Attorney General and then Senator Robert Kennedy and 
his wife Ethel flew to Farmville to meet with the children and 
receive the donation. Kennedy spent several hours at the Free 
School, touring all four schools, meeting with students, 
parents and Trustees, and making a short speech. 63 After the 
visit, Sullivan sent a memo to the staff expressing his 
61Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 162. Efforts to locate the 
scroll have been unsuccessful. The Kennedy Library in Boston, 
which holds countless boxes of condolence material, does not 
know what was done with the scroll. 
~Ibid., 204-205. 
63Memo from William vanden Heuvel to Attorney General 
Robert Kennedy, 8 May 1964, van Deerlin--vanden Heuvel file, 
 Box 64, Robert F. Kennedy Attorney General Correspondence, 
John F. Kennedy Library. 
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appreciation for their cooperation and work in preparing for 
the visit. He wrote in part: 
I am sure that you know the day was an outstanding 
success. The Attorney and Mrs. Kennedy asked me to 
express to you their deep and sincere thanks for making 
the day such an exciting and rewarding experience for 
them. [Those] closest to the Attorney General indicated 
that he was happier in the Free Schools than he has been 
for many many months.M 
May was an eventful month for the Free School students 
for another reason, as well; on May 25, the Supreme Court 
handed down its final ruling on the original Davis vs. Prince 
Edward County Board of Supervisors case. On March 30, a small 
contingent of students and faculty from the Free School had 
travelled to Washington, D.C. to hear the case argued before 
the Supreme Court. 65 Relief and joy spread through the black 
community when the decision was announced in May: Prince 
Edward County was ordered to open their public schools 
immediately. The decision said in part: 
Virginia law, as here applied, unquestionably treats the 
school children of Prince Edward differently than the way 
it treats the school children of all other Virginia 
counties. Prince Edward children must go to a private 
school or none at all; all other Virginia children can go 
to public schools.M 
They added: 
~emo from Neil Sullivan to The Staff, 12 May 1964, 
Outgoing Memos--Neil Sullivan file, Free School papers. 
65Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 189. 
M11 court 
Integrated?" 
Says Reopen Schools--But Will They Be 
U.S. News and World Report, 8 June 1964, 37. 
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The district court may, if necessary to prevent further 
racial discrimination, require the supervisors to 
exercise the power that is theirs to levy taxes to raise 
funds adequate to reopen, operate and maintain without 
racial discrimination a public school system in Prince 
Edward County like that operated in other counties in 
Virginia. 67 
It was finally over. After five long years, both the 
white and the black conununity knew there would be no other tax 
loopholes; no more legal wrangling. The Supreme Court had 
ruled in clear, concise, explicit language: public schools 
must be reopened for the school year beginning in September, 
1964. It was a triumph for the black conununity that had 
endured unparalled hardships, and a triumph for the federal 
government in defeating the oft-repeated states' rights 
argument. However, it was also a bittersweet triumph for the 
white conununity in Prince Edward who had fought to keep 
schools segregated. Although they lost the legal battle, 
their point was made. Right or wrong in their views, they 
never gave in or conceded their beliefs. They would reopen 
public schools, and they would do it in the peaceful, genteel 
way they had closed them, but it would be a forced action. 
The white conununity maintained their sense of honor, knowing 
they never gave up. They had lived up to Barrye Wall's long 
repeated call: "Prince Edward, Stand Steady!" 
On June 15, 1964, the first and last class of graduating 
67Ibid. 
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seniors from the Prince Edward Free School Association held 
commencement ceremonies at Moton High School. Twenty three 
students graduated, twelve of whom planned to continue their 
education with scholarship help from the Free Schools. 68 Most 
of the other students would continue in the Free Schools 
through the summer months, and reenter public schools in the 
fall. The long wait was finally over. 
68Sullivan, Bound for Freedom, 209. 
CHAPTER VI 
BEYOND THE FREE SCHOOLS: 
WHAT DID IT ALL MEAN? 
When public school doors reopened in 1964, the black 
children of Prince Edward County returned to schools of a far 
lower quality than that of the Free Schools. While by law 
they were integrated, by choice they were not. The black 
connnunity and those opposed to segregation had won an 
important legal victory when the Supreme Court ruled in May, 
19 64, but that did not mean the hearts of the people had 
changed. One of the goals of the· Free Schools had been to 
show the students and the connnunity that integration could 
succeed in the classroom. While that goal was achieved among 
the students and faculty of the Free Schools, it did not 
result in a miraculous change among white county residents. 
However, an important step was taken when the idea of 
integration was planted in the minds of the connnunity. 
Results would not be instantly apparent, but the process had 
begun. 
Analysts of the school closings often question whether 
the fight for principle was more important than the practical 
question of five years of lost education. It is a question 
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that can be answered largely along racial lines, with blacks 
in favor of principle while whites claim that it was the 
stubbornness of the blacks that caused them to lose years of 
education. The discrepancy in the answer is the.basis for 
much of the racial strife which continues to exist in the 
county today. 
To have an understanding of Prince Edward County, it is 
necessary to understand the reasons why public schools were 
closed for five years. Some have portrayed the entire white 
community in Prince Edward as villains, cruel racists who were 
determined to keep the "niggers" in their place and away from 
their superior white children. To an extent, this was true. 
The white community openly acknowledged that they did not want 
black children sitting next to their children in class or on 
the school bus. Some of this opposition was a fear that the 
education of white children would suffer; some was fear that 
integration would lead to an eventual mixing of the races, for 
if white children and black children grew up together, it was 
almost inevitable that some of them would have children 
together; and some of it was pure racism, the feeling that 
blacks were inherently inferior to whites. However, in their 
own way, many in the white community cared deeply about their 
black neighbors. Throughout the school closings they offered 
to help the blacks open their own private school, an offer the 
black community immediately dismissed. The whites in Prince 
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Edward County were no different in their feelings toward or 
treatment of blacks than most others in the South, and 
actually treated the blacks better than in many areas. Yes, 
they closed the schools, but they took pride in the fact that 
there was never the violence of the Deep South in Prince 
Edward. The white leaders of Prince Edward County were for 
the most part honorable Southerners, living out the traditions 
left to them by grandfathers who had fought in the Civil War. 
Many of them truly believed that only the state should have 
the power to levy taxes for public schools, and greatly 
resented the Supreme Court and the federal government telling 
them otherwise. J. Lindsay Almond, Jr., Attorney General of 
Virginia from 1948 until 1957 and Governor of the Commonwealth 
between 1958 and 1962, summarized the feelings of many white 
Virginians in an interview for the Lyndon Johnson Presidential 
Library: 
I was convinced as a lawyer that the decision of the 
Supreme Court [in Brown] was wrong. I felt that the 
precedent laid down in Plessy against Ferguson, I believe 
in 1898, expounding the separate but equal doctrine was 
sound law . . . . I felt that the issue was one that 
should be left to the States. I did not believe in 
racial discrimination. I didn't want to see it, but I 
did believe that it was impossible to bring about all 
accommodation whereby you could eliminate separation of 
races in public education. I believe that the facilities 
of both should have been as near equal as possible. 
Therefore I fought . . . I fought as hard as I could, as 
best as I knew how--and I trust fairly and honorably--
to preserve the right of the state to make that 
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determination for itself . 1 
Many in the black community still hold an understandable 
bitterness toward the white community of Prince Edward County 
for their actions in closing the· schools. However, Skip 
Griff in, whose family experienced tremendous hardship and 
harassment throughout the school closing period, is remarkably 
forgiving and understanding of the white position. In a 
recent interview, Griffin repeatedly stressed that the fight 
in Virginia was respectable, and that "Virginians can be 
proud" of the way it was conducted. "The state of Virginia 
didn't wear robes," he said. "There was something honorable 
about fighting about ideas and fighting with words and 
fighting it in the courts." Griffin also expressed a 
surprising regard for the white leaders involved. "Barrye 
Wall and [James] Kilpatrick and Harry Byrd believed in what 
they were doing, and kept it on a pretty high plane . 
Barrye Wall, in his own way, taught me respect for the First 
Amendment. He taught me respect for the power of the media, 
[and] he taught me respect for the power of the word. 112 
As stated earlier, the feelings and actions of many 
whites in Prince Edward County were no different than those of 
10ral Interview of J. Lindsay Almond, Jr., 24 May 1973, 
interview conducted for the Lyndon Baines Johnson Library, 
Copy found in the Oral Interviews Collection of the John F. 
Kennedy Library. 
2Griffin, interview with author, 4 February 1993. 
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other whites in the South. What was it, then, about Prince 
Edward County that led them to close the schools for the 
unprecedented length that they did? Perhaps the most 
important factor was the strong leadership that was present in 
both the white community and the black community in the 
county. Without the overall state political leadership of 
Harry Byrd and the "massive resistance" ideology of James 
Kilpatrick in Richmond, it is doubtful that any area in 
Virginia would have resisted school integration as profoundly 
as they did. However, it was Prince Edward that resisted the 
most fervently, and that can be attributed directly to the pen 
of Barrye Wall. Wall needed and received the support of local 
business leaders, but without his twice weekly calls for 
resistance in the Farmville Herald, without his oft repeated 
"Prince Edward, Stand Steady" there would not have been nearly 
the same level of organized defiance in the county. 
At the same time, the school closings would not have 
happened without the frustration or leadership in the black 
community that was present in Prince Edward. Leaders in the 
black church left a tradition of activism that Francis Griffin 
inherited and enhanced, affecting the black community in the 
process. Griffin's teachings on equality and acceptance had 
a strong influence on the young people in the county, and 
helped inspire Barbara Johns and the Moton High School 
students in their 1951 strike that preceded the school 
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closings. Once the Board of Supervisors made their decision in 
1959, it was Griffin who organized the black residents, who 
educated them in the importance of the struggle, and who 
demanded and encouraged their resolve for five long years. 
The black community would not have persevered the way they did 
without the eloquence and leadership of Francis Griffin. 
Once school doors did close, the federal government 
played an important yet understated role in the county. 
Throughout the period of the closings, the President and 
Attorney General maintained a strong interest and concern for 
the black children who were locked out of school. Although 
attempts to become involved legally were rebuffed by federal 
courts, the Kennedy Administration kept a close watch on the 
county. While federal funds were never directly given to the 
black community, significant sums were spent on studies to 
develop a system of education in the county until public 
schools reopened. Once the Free Schools were created, federal 
dollars were used to support the school system in an indirect 
manner in paying the salary of William vanden Heuvel, 
supplementing the hot lunch program, and providing free 
vaccinations for the children. While it can be accurately 
stated that the Free Schools were privately funded, the 
federal government clearly played a significant role in both 
their development and funding. 
Perhaps the most visible sign of federal support was the 
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presence of William vanden Heuvel, who worked almost 
exclusively on the Free Schools during his tenure in the 
Justice Department. Almost everyone interviewed for this 
thesis acknowledged his exceptional work and stated that the 
Free Schools would not have been possible without his efforts. 
Francis Griffin acknowledged this in his 1964 letter to vanden 
Heuvel: 
What these schools did for the morale of the Negro 
conununity cannot be measured. The vast majority of 
Negro people are fully aware that were it not for your 
deep concern for children, your interest in the 
conununity, and your great skill in dealing with people, 
the Free Schools would never have come into being. 3 
The impact of the Free Schools, both on the children who 
attended them and the conununity, has been debated since their 
closure in 1964. Initial testing of the children showed 
measurable growth between achievement scores from testing 
conducted the sununer before the Free Schools opened and 
testing conducted in the spring of 1964. Children between the 
ages of thirteen and eighteen were evaluated, and changes were 
especially apparent in the younger children. Those students 
averaged improvements of 1 1/2 to 2 grade levels, while the 
older children averaged increases in performance of 1/2 to 1 
grade level. By subject area, language showed the least 
amount of improvement, but students made great improvement in 
spelling, performing almost at the norm for children their 
Griffin to vanden Heuvel, 25 November 1964. 
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age. Performance also rose significantly in arithmetic, 
particularly among younger children. However, at all age 
levels, performance was consistently below the norm. 4 
While testing showed that the efforts of the Free Schools 
did not lead to miraculous educational advances by the 
students, it did show consistent improvement. Language had 
been the main focus of the Free Schools and it was the area 
which showed the least improvement; however, it was also the 
area in which the students were the weakest in the first 
place. While the lack of significant improvement in that area 
was disappointing, it was understandable that it would be the 
area of the least noticeable improvement because of the level 
from which many of the children started. 
Other factors besides strict academic measurements must 
be considered in evaluating the value of the Free Schools. 
One of the goals of the Free Schools had been to give the 
children "a running start"s for when public schools reopened. 
If the Free Schools had not operated, if the children had not 
received individual attention from well-trained, well-equipped 
teachers for one year, what condition would they have been in 
to return to mediocre-quality schools after five years without 
4Robert L. Green and Louis J. Hoffman, "A Case Study of 
the Effects of Educational Deprivation on Southern Rural Negro 
Children," Journal of Negro Education, Summer, 1965, p. 338. 
svanden Heuvel, interview with author, 22 February 1993. 
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any formal education? In addition, the psychological benefits 
of the Free Schools were impossible to measure. Children and 
adults were shown in a tangible way that they were not 
forgotten and that many people in the Commonwealth of Virginia 
and across the United States cared about them and were 
concerned enough to donate over one million dollars in cash, 
as well as books, equipment, clothes and other supplies. The 
teachers who moved to Farmville to work in the Free Schools 
disrupted their own lives for over a year to work in the 
schools, many of them feeling that it was their moral duty as 
educators and Americans. 
When examining the school closings overall, the Prince 
Edward County Free School Association played a minor role. 
While it started the education process again and proved that 
an integrated faculty and student body was possible in the 
county, it will not be remembered as having the same impact as 
the school closings themselves. That is how it should be, 
because the Free Schools were never the initiator in the 
county. They were created to address and respond to a larger 
county action, which they did in an admirable way. 
The final result of the school closings was integration, 
the stated goal of the black community. Was it a victory, or 
was the struggle a mistake? Black students had lost four 
years of education and returned to poor-quality schools that 
were basically segregated. Many older black students never 
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returned to school at all when given the opportunity; they 
were too embarrassed to be in the same class as students five 
years younger than themselves. Because of that decision, many 
of their lives have been limited in terms of occupational and 
financial opportunities. Socially, the black and white 
communities remained as divided as they had been before the 
school closings. The ordered integration did not heal the 
divisions or change the hearts of the scarred community with 
the reopening of schools. 
However, court ordered integration did achieve an 
important goal. It forced the community to give an equality 
of opportunity to both races, something that was impossible 
under "separate but equal." However, the decision did not 
guarantee an equality of results, and black students were at 
a disadvantage from the beginning. The process of regaining 
lost ground was one that would take many years, and to an 
extent continues today. Even with that hindrance, public 
schools in Prince Edward County have steadily improved from 
their poor quality of 1964. 
The "integrated" schools that opened that Fall were 
attended by 1,400 black students and seven white students. 6 
6Bill 
Pupils," 
September 
Heuvel. 
Baskerville, 
South Boston, 
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Conditions in the schools were "horrible. 117 After thirteen 
years of legal battles to insure equality, the only thing 
guaranteed by the High Court decision was that black children 
and white children could attend the same schools, if they 
chose to do so. Because the Free Schools donated over $31, 000 
in cash and equipment to the public schools, 8 the reopened 
schools were well-equipped. However, they were overcrowded, 
understaffed, and unorganized. Francis Griffin described the 
poor conditions to William vanden Heuvel in a November, 1964 
letter. He wrote, "I am afraid we are in the position which 
James Baldwin describes so well--the authorities aren't 
concerned with inspiring these children to excellence, but 'in 
making peace with mediocrity.' "9 Griffin said that many of 
the problems were directly related to the uncaring attitude of 
the local School Board. "The School Board takes the attitude 
that education for Negro children in Prince Edward County is 
a privilege, not a right, " he wrote. "Cultural pluralism 
still exists and will exist so long as education in the county 
is run by a little oligarchy . . . These authorities go so far 
7Neil Sullivan, interview with Kay Shannon, 17 November 
1967. 
8Audit of the Prince Edward County Free School 
Association conducted by Mitchell, Wiggens and Company for the 
Year Ending August 31, 1964, Box 1, Free School papers. 
9L. Francis Griffin to Williamvanden Heuvel, 25 November 
1964, Author's copy courtesy of William vanden Heuvel. 
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as to even refuse to admit that a problem exists. 1110 
In another letter to vanden Heuvel, eighth grade teacher 
Susan Ferris detailed many of the problems in the high school. 
Ferris wrote that the quality of the teaching staff was 
"unusually bad." None were qualified to teach remedial 
reading, only two members of the seven member English 
department had ever taught English before, and three of them 
had never taught at all before. Many of the teachers were 
well beyond retirement age, and it was common for some of the 
teachers to show movies in class every day rather than prepare 
lessons. The four white teachers employed by the school had 
never taught before. The curriculum offered no advanced 
science courses for the junior high level, and no art, dance 
or language courses except for two years of French. Team-
teaching methods Neil Sullivan implemented were abandoned as 
there were no teachers capable of leading the teams. 
Extracurricular activities such as sports, the newspaper, and 
student clubs were practically nonexistent because the School 
Board refused to allocate funding for after-school busing, 
citing insurance and state law considerations. Ferris noted, 
however, that the Parent-Teacher Association had examined the 
situation and found that there was money available to cover 
the costs. She summarized: 
10Ibid. 
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The students are disheartened by the awareness of the 
school staff's total lack of involvement in the progress 
of their rights in the community, and its utter 
reluctance to make any stand before community pressures . 
. . . I can't make out why the whites are teaching here. 
Their motivations seem very doubtful. One has Barr[y]e 
Wall in to give guest lectures to a Civics class, yet 
won't allow a U.S. Congressman's son, who is currently in 
law school and spent the past summer in Mississippi, [in 
to] talk about government and law . . . . On the whole, 
I would say that the work of the Free School Association 
is being badly undermined. 11 
Griffin, Ferris, and others in the community were 
determined not to waste the progress that had been made in the 
Free Schools. They organized Concerned Citizens for Public 
Education, a group dedicated to improving awareness and public 
education in the county. In writing to vanden Heuvel, Griffin 
and Ferris appraised him of the situation and asked him for 
suggestions, but they did not directly ask him for help. When 
asked in a recent interview, vanden Heuvel could not remember 
maintaining any direct involvement in Prince Edward following 
the termination of the Free Schools. He said that everyone 
involved knew that the Free Schools were a one-year effort, 
and once the Supreme Court decision was won, the black 
community would have to work with the local white officials 
again. Vanden Heuvel acknowledged that he and other federal 
officials realized the difference in quality that would be 
present when public schools reopened, as well as the 
11Susan Ferris to William vanden Heuvel, 17 December 1964, 
Author's copy courtesy of William vanden Heuvel. 
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psychological effect that the differences would have on the 
black children, but he maintained that the federal government 
could not remain a viable presence in the county once the 
legal issues were settled. President Kennedy's assassination 
had ended that administration, and many who had worked on the 
Prince Edward effort had moved into other jobs. 12 
While conditions in the public schools were extremely 
difficult initially, steady improvements were made in quality 
and integration levels. In the 1971-72 school year, white 
students made up 5.7 percent of the public school population. 
In the 1972-73 school year, the percentage rose to 7.1, and 
increased to 9.9 percent in 1973-74. In the 1974-75 school 
year, 388 white students were enrolled out of a total 
population of 2,072, equalling 16. 3 percent of the 
enrollment. 13 White enrollment continued to increase 
throughout the 1970s and 1980s, and by 1986 white students 
represented forty percent of the total population. 14 
Statistics from 1992 show even greater improvements. 
Standardized test scores have risen from among the lowest in 
the state to above both the state and national averages; the 
12Vanden Heuvel, interview with author, 22 February 1993. 
13Baskerville, "Prince Edward Increasing White Pupils," 
Gazette-Virginian. 
14Sandra Evans, 11 Era Ends at Once-Segregated VA Schools, " 
Washington Post, 15 December 1986, Al. 
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student drop-out rate has declined to less than five percent; 
and approximately eighty percent of the county's high school 
graduates go on to further education. 15 Clearly, dramatic 
educational progress has been made in the county since the 
Free Schools operated thirty years ago. 
On the other hand, it is more difficult to assess 
progress in terms of race relations in the county. While 
racial tensions are not nearly at the level they reached 
during the school closings era, there is still a certain 
amount of strain between whites and blacks. This condition is 
certainly not limited to Prince Edward County, Virginia. 
Events across the United States in recent years are evidence 
of continued turmoil: everything from the Rodney King beating 
and ensuing riots in Los Angeles to the brutal attack on the 
black tourist in Tampa, Florida point to an underlying tension 
between the races throughout the country. However, the 
tension in Prince Edward is somewhat different than that in 
the incidents cited. The strain in Prince Edward is the 
culmination of a long history of racial strife, and is 
highlighted by a vivid recollection of the school closings. 
Although the incidents of the 1950s and 1960s are rarely 
discussed by county residents, they have left an indelible 
1511 Holmes Helped Build Educational Bridges, " Farmville 
Herald, 22 July 1992, Author's copy courtesy of Phoenix 
Productions, Inc. 
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mark that has been left on the region. 
Prince Edward County, Virginia has a history unique to 
any area in the country. Although not as renowned as 
Lexington and Concord, or Gettysburg or Bull Run, Prince 
Edward's past has greatly influenced the history of Virginia 
and the United States. It is fitting that a battle fought 
with words in courtrooms finally decided an issue that many 
had hoped was settled nearly one hundred years ago less than 
fifty miles away at Appomattox. The battles of racism and 
states' rights have been fought, the laws are in place; all 
that is left is to change the people's hearts and minds. 
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